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from Insignificance: Hong Kong Stories 

 

 

ALL ABOUT SKIN 

for my muse Jenny Wai 

 

I went to Derma the week before Christmas to buy an american skin. I was apprehensive 

because Derma’s expensive and doesn’t allow trade-ins. But their salesman gave me credit on 

pretty generous terms, and let me take it away the same day, which made me feel good. 

This was not an impulse purchase, you understand. I’ve been pricing americans for 

donkeys’ years. My last topskin, which I got fourteen years ago at Epiderm International, was an 

immigranta. It was okay, but only really fit if teamed with the right accessories. That got to be a 

pain. Going american, though, is a big step. After Derma, there’s no place else to go but down, at 

least as long as they’re number one. 

You see, my history with skins is spotty. I stay with one a long time, sometimes too long, 

because change makes me itch. The thing about an old skin is that even if it’s worn or stained, it 

hangs comfortably because you know where it needs a bit of a stretch or a quick fold and tuck. 

Before immagranta, I wore cosmopol for seven years. The latter was always a wee bit shiny 

between the legs, although I knew enough to deflect glare with corpus ceiling-glass, my 

preferred underskin, from SubCutis. 

But I’m getting ahead of myself. A chronology of my history with skins will keep names 

and dates straight. It’s sort of like skinning a lion. First, you have to shoot the beast. 

Like most folks on our globe, I got my first topskin from my parents on my eighth 

birthday. Now I know there are some who start off at six or even as young as five, like the 



  

wearers of nipponicas and americans. We were a conservative family, though, and when I 

slipped into china cutis, the only product line People’s PiFu sold back then, I was the proudest 

little creature strutting around Hong Kong. This was in the 1960s. My idea of skin began and 

ended with china cutis, basic model. 

Mind you, there’s nothing wrong with basics. This one gave me room to breathe and 

plenty of growing space. During the teenage-diet thing, it adapted nicely enough, although Ma 

worried about premature tummy sags. You know what mothers are like. If there isn’t a real 

problem to worry about, they’ll find one. 

For years, I simply didn’t think about skin. Passing exams was all that mattered so that I 

too could be a face-valued citizen. I practiced tending to wounds and cuts, bruises and scars, 

sores and boils. What fascinated me were bites—a plethora of bug nibbles bursting out on the 

back of my thighs; fang prints snakes sank into my ankles; crab kisses slashing my fingers; teeth 

marks dogs lodged in my shoulder. Papa was pallid the day I came home from the beach, my 

back and arms covered with huge red splotches. They looked awful but didn’t itch, which was 

merciful, and disappeared the next day. Sand crabs, Ma said. Durable, my old china cutis. There 

are days I miss it. 

My problem began round about age nineteen. Being ambitious types, my parents packed 

me off to schools abroad. I salivated at Derma’s store windows in New York, desperate for an 

american. They were all the rage, and outrageously expensive. “You can buy that yourself when 

you’re earning your own money,” Papa declared. “I can’t afford it.” I stormed and pouted, 

scratching my face and legs till they bled, giving Ma something to really cry about. He wouldn’t 

relent. It wasn’t just the money. He and Ma had worn their china cutises since they were eight 

and couldn’t see why I wouldn’t do likewise. From their perspective, I was acting like a spoiled 



  

brat. They were right, I suppose, but you find me a nineteen-year-old who isn’t stuffed full of the 

fashion of her times. 

So I passed the exams, got my face-valued citizen parchment, and by my mid-twenties 

had this great job in advertising. Paris three times a year! Imagine. It was a pretty exciting life, I 

must say, despite my skin. 

In the spring of ’79, I dared to visit Integume of Paris.  

If you think Derma’s hot, you’ve never shopped at Integume. From the moment you enter 

their store—no, store’s too pedestrian—their boutique, you’re engulfed by the unimaginable 

possibilities of skin. Moisturizer wafts through the atmosphere. Never, never, it whispers, will 

even the tiniest blemish dare to mar this surface. Jamais! You wander around this cutaneous 

paradise where an array of products tempts you with seductive promise: euro trash tannis, 

decadence glorious, romance du monde ancien, french chic… skins! Meters upon meters of 

skins, both natural and quality synthetic, draped fetchingly, lovingly, placed with the kind of care 

that plunges skin-deep. 

 The saleslady offered to take my old china cutis in trade, saying it was in big demand 

and commanded good resale value. Secondhands were rare because few wearers upgraded 

abroad back then. I really didn’t care one way or another because I was sick to death of china 

cutis. I mean, it couldn’t tan or wrinkle, and even a little makeup made me feel all Suzie Wong. 

The only reason I stuck it out so long was, well, family is family after all. But enough is enough. 

It was time to go cosmopol. 

The beauty of cosmopol is its flexibility. I could slip in and out of it into something more 

comfortable whenever I wanted. China cutis stuck to me like a fragile layer of dried rice glue. It 

flaked periodically—showers of scarf skin—and had to be treated with such respect. That was 



  

the worst part, the respect. Four thousand years of R&D had gone into its design. Personally, I 

thought the design had already run its course, but then, I’ve always been “one step too many 

beyond,” as Ma says. When Mao, the primo china cutis wearer of the last century created a big 

to-do by jumping into the Yellow River, thus proving its durability, it was downright asinine. 

But the truth of the matter is my china cutis had gotten loose and sloppy. Fashion-wise, 

the look was making a comeback by then, but not in any real way. Mine sagged. I wallowed in 

free space. Ma had suggested I return it for a newer model, but those weren’t a marked 

improvement. People’s PiFu hadn’t modernized their product line for global consumption yet. It 

was just an ill-destined style. 

So I traded it in. My father would’ve killed me had he known. He didn’t, though, thanks 

to cosmopol. 

I owe a lot to that Integume saleslady. She showed me how to enhance my cosmopol skin 

with separates and coordinates. Stuck with china cutis, I didn’t know about all the accessory 

lines. I confess I was pretty extravagant for a while there. From Integume, I went to SubCutis 

where I bought three underskins—a sub-four seas, lady don juan and corporate rung. They were 

expensive, but worth it. Like the saleslady said, you make the big one-time investment and add 

extras as you go. Besides, Integume allowed layaway, and SubCutis was running a special 

promotion for customers of Integume. A year later, I added underwired g-strung and corpus-

ceiling glass to my skinrobe. All in all, I made out okay. 

Being able to slip any one of these over or under cosmopol was such a liberation. If I 

were feeling particularly daring, I could combine accessories by themselves. None of them 

worked that well solo, probably because they were all synthetic. Underwired g-strung slid off at 



  

the slightest provocation. Corporate rung was generally a tight fit, although the crotch was 

absurdly loose. The designer hadn’t quite gotten the hang of that one, especially in female petite. 

The real test, though, was passing muster with Papa. By wearing cosmopol with sub-four 

seas underneath, I could fool him into thinking I had on my china cutis. Things were looking 

good. But none of this explains why, after a good seven years, I decided to give up cosmopol for 

an immigranta. 

To tell you properly, I have to go back to Derma and their american line. You have to 

understand that I never lost my yen for american. I’m a sucker for advertising, and Derma could 

really launch a marketing campaign. Even though they’d only been around a couple of centuries, 

everyone thought they were the real thing. It was a question of focus. Their entire strategy 

depended on narrowing everything down to one product. Derma equaled american. The same 

idea worked for People’s PiFu a few centuries earlier. Their problem was different—times had 

changed and they hadn’t. Renaming their company and sticking on a new logo back in the late 

1940s was not sufficient to create the fundamental transformation they desperately needed. 

But during the years I ran around in cosmopol, Derma had been steadily losing market 

share to All Nippon Cutis. 

Let me digress a moment. All Nippon Cutis were smart. They invested in R&D for some 

ten years to produce a top quality american-like skin. I read about them in Forbes. Their 

chairman sent fifty of their top designers and executives to Paris for two years to check out 

Integume’s styles. After that, those same folks went to New York for another two years to study 

Derma’s market leadership. By the time they actually started designing in Tokyo, they had the 

marketplace all figured out.  



  

The world, they decided, wanted Derma’s strength with Integume’s flair. Somehow, the 

frivolous fun inherent in SubCutis needed to be integrated. The smartest thing All Nippon Cutis 

did was to compete in Derma’s primary marketplace, which was an easier target than Integume’s 

international market dominance. 

You know the rest. At the beginning, the very rich would fly to Tokyo to buy an america 

dreama. By the mid-eighties, All Nippon Cutis had opened branches all over the U.S. You 

remember their commercials—Lincoln’s head superimposed on the Statue of Liberty crying 

“Cutify!” Market forces being what they are, within a year, you could get an america dreama out 

in Jersey for half the price of Derma’s american. 

Their america dreama impressed me. They couldn’t call it american, of course, because 

of trademark infringement. I had moved to New York by then, but Ma told me that the product 

was a big hit even in Hong Kong. In Tokyo, it became very fashionable as a second skin to 

nipponica. 

At that time, I wouldn’t have dreamed of buying from Derma. Not only was my 

cosmopol still serviceable, but Derma’s prices were quite unjustified. Oh I know they were all 

natural, while All Nippon Cutis used blends, but big deal, my old china cutis was all natural too. 

Even when the hoopla about american dreama turning yellow after repeated sun exposure made 

the news, no one cared, not really, because, first of all, the scientists who claimed that were 

working for Derma, and most people had begun to believe that skins should be replaced after 

even as little as three to five years. I find that a little wasteful myself, but All Nippon Cutis made 

a good point by offering to recycle old skins. 



  

As impressive as it was, I wasn’t quite sold on what amounted to only a make-believe 

american. Which meant my alternative was Epiderm International, makers of immigranta, asia 

personals, and ec, among others.  

My problem was that cosmopol wasn’t fitting quite right.  

Life in New York was expensive enough without keeping up my cosmopol skin. It was 

flexible, but only if pampered a lot. You needed the best face creams and lotions, and could only 

be seen in the most fashionable places. Worst of all, it radiated this worldly air, while hinting at a 

sexual undertow, but avoiding any engagements that would ravage its surface charms. Debt did 

not aid its sustenance, as I was still paying off my balance at Integume. 

At least cosmopol could be cashed in. Unlike china cutis, which had great trade-in value 

but generated no cash, New Yorkers would kill for secondhand cosmopols. I actually made a 

profit, because naturally, with the original trade-in, I hadn’t paid full price, although the interest 

alone was staggering. 

For almost six months, I went around without a main skin. Luckily, I had all those 

secondary ones. Depending on my mood, I usually wore either corporate rung or corpus-ceiling 

glass, with sub-four seas underneath. It was an uncomfortable time. I was sometimes tempted to 

slip on lady don juan with underwired g-strung to get back that cosmopol feeling, but was just 

too embarrassed. I hated admitting I didn’t have a main skin, but I needed to pay down debt, 

even if not completely, before my next investment. 

The day I purchased my immigranta, I dreamt about flying back to Hong Kong to see my 

parents. This was the real reason to lose cosmopol. Lying to them was fine when I was younger, 

but now, it made me feel like a hypocrite. It wasn’t their fault I didn’t like china cutis. They 

couldn’t have foreseen my life. 



  

Even then, it was another six years before I finally made it home. I had retired lady don 

juan and underwired g-strung to my back closet, because the market for those secondary styles 

had pretty much gone bust. You remember the beginning of the dual skin craze. Anyone who 

was anyone wouldn’t dream of being without a second skin. SubCutis hung on, but just barely. 

Word flew on the street that they were going to file Chapter 11. I won that bet when they 

succumbed to a buyout by All Nippon Cutis. You have to figure there’s a niche market 

somewhere for their questionable lines. Besides, the rest of their products did have mainstream 

appeal. 

It was a big bet, which was good, because the money paid for my trip home. I had left 

advertising and was working on the fringes of Wall Street, a bad place to be post Black Monday. 

With my debt on immigranta, I lived paycheck to paycheck. Maybe I was sticking my neck out 

unnecessarily with that bet. But the great thing about my immigranta skin was that it absorbed 

immunity to risk.  

I suppose that’s why I kept it so long. I didn’t have to lie to my parents because it was the 

one other acceptable skin in their eyes. Call them old-fashioned, but they like the chameleon 

complexion of immigranta, especially because on me, it looked enough like china cutis. What 

they didn’t know was that I had slipped golden peril on underneath. I’d picked that one up cheap 

at a SubCutis fire sale before going to see them. I’m awfully thankful for fickle fashion trends; 

products in a downturn sometimes prove extremely attractive, given the right circumstances. 

So why american now? You might say I got caught up in the wave of market forces, 

because I’m past much of that fashion stuff. Derma went through some pretty shaky years, losing 

considerable market share to All Nippon Cutis, who took their range way out there with ho-ho 

hollywoodo. Tacky, I think, but who could predict its huge appeal, from Los Angeles to Beijing? 



  

Even Epiderm International horned in on Derma’s territory with their Epiderm US subsidiary, 

whose emigrantis and global villager became ludicrously popular. All Nippon Cutis retaliated 

quickly enough with worldo warrior. For awhile there, I almost shed immigranta for one of these 

newer models. 

Derma had it all wrong. Their feeble attempt to launch heritage hides was laughable. 

Imagine thinking Mr. Ed singing “Got to Know about History” would make any impact? I think 

it was voted the worst commercial of 1988. Price was another factor. Some say they priced 

themselves out of their own marketplace.  

Derma refused to entertain the idea of growth even though revenues were down 30% and 

profits almost non-existent. In the meantime, All Nippon Cutis merged with the largest hairbank 

in Frankfurt, while Epiderm was borrowing heavily both in London and New York to finance 

their expansion. The Wall Street Journal suggested that Epiderm’s reliance on junk bonds would 

be their undoing, but you couldn’t be too critical of junk in those days. Even Integume dived 

right in, expanding and grabbing share in markets like Moscow, Shanghai, and Prague, as well as 

in places like Cincinnati, Seattle, and Minneapolis, where cosmopol became more popular than 

american. By now, Derma was a distant number four behind those three global leaders, at least 

in sales and profits. If you count market size, People’s PiFu is right up there, but of course, prices 

aren’t comparable, given their rock bottom manufacturing costs. 

In the end, everything turned on principle, plus a little Chinese intrigue. 

You’ve heard the conspiracy theories, about how the CIA negotiated with Soong & Dong 

to flood the global market with synthetic epidermatis. There are even whispers that it had to do 

with WTO membership for the motherland. I don’t believe those rumors myself, but you must 

admit the sudden availability of top-quality synthetic raw material, at a third of the prevailing 



  

price per kilo, was unprecedented. Ever since the worldwide skin crisis of the seventies, the 

industry’s been wary of shortages. Survival has depended on reducing costs, which meant going 

synthetic. 

Price wars raged.  Folks started buying five, ten, even as many as twenty topskins, never 

mind the multiples in underskins. Even my parents each bought a second, although Ma 

complained that synthetic just didn’t feel as good. Suddenly, skin took on a whole new 

dimension. The markets for other bodyparts went into shock, unable to compete against this 

surge in demand for skin and only skin. Meanwhile, futures in natural epidermatis were priced 

25% up even in the nearest months, which battered Derma. Rumor had it they were buying 

supplies from People’s PiFu, who of course didn’t suffer an iota, given their government-

regulated market. 

And then, in the middle of 1997, the worldwide skin market crashed. 

It was bound to happen. Folks were carrying debt over their heads in skins. Even with 

cheaper prices, an average one still comprises a hefty percentage of most incomes. Besides, as 

Papa declared, how many skins can a person wear anyway? Used, recycled, and even slightly 

defective new skins flooded the stores. Now, everyone’s fancy skins were worth less than a 

mound of toenails. 

Things looked bleak. 

 

Folks are funny. They self-correct pretty quickly in the face of disaster. Everyone laid low on 

skins for awhile. Television pundits compare the past few years to the Great Eyelash Famine as 

well as the New Deal in Teeth. I don’t pay much attention to pundits myself. They invent 

connections where there are none. 



  

Derma’s comeback was quite the media circus. Among the larger companies, they had 

the upper hand now because they hadn’t invested in growth, and consequently, weren’t sitting on 

useless inventory or excessive debt. There’s nothing quite like cash, is there? But I have to 

admire their new CEO for some pretty quick moves. First, there was the hostile takeover of 

Epiderm International, instantly transforming Derma into the largest in the industry. That caught 

Integume and All Nippon Cutis completely off guard. By the time they proposed buying 

SubCutis, that company’s parent, All Nippon Cutis, was too broke not to capitulate.  

Ultimately, however, it was brilliant marketing that invigorated them. “Why pretend? 

Slide into a genuine american. One is all you’ll ever need.” Sales picked up, thanks to their 

clever offer of low-interest, long-term loans. If you bought a top-of-the line, they threw in an 

Epiderm topskin or SubCutis accessory on layaway at a discount. They didn’t have to lower 

prices or redesign their main line. Timing was all. Folks were sick to death of hype. 

Well, I wasn’t going to be left behind over something as important as skin. Skin-buying 

is something you do once in a purple sun, or at least, that’s the way it used to be in my father’s 

day, as he loves to remind me. Derma refinanced my debt with SubCutis and Epiderm. It made 

my millennium celebration.  

I’d like to stay with american for awhile. You know, give myself time to get used to it. It 

fits well, neither too tight nor too loose. I still have faith in this classic model.  

But the skin industry’s so unpredictable these days.  

Epiderm US launched two niche lines in time for Christmas, indigo jazz and latin hues, 

and sales were bigger than anyone predicted. Maybe they’re not so niche. And how about that 

rash of IPOs of small companies in the middle of last year? Who would have thought the stock 

prices of Kimchee Kasings, Hide-the-Curry, and TagalogitPelts could triple by year-end? Some 



  

analysts think these upstarts could give Derma a run for their money. Nothing’s what it seems 

anymore. 

Also, People’s PiFu has been making noises recently about going public here, saying 

they’ll list on the New York Stock Exchange. Now that’s earthshattering news in my books. 

They hired this youngish CEO a few years back—quite a change for them—and just launched a 

brand new product line, sinokapitalist. I like it. It’s got a kind of postmodern pizzaz, something I 

can’t quite define, that seems right for this century. Papa thinks it’s ridiculous, although he 

grudgingly admits now that china cutis has run its course.  

Let’s just say I’ve learned from my fashion mistakes. Besides, for all we know, the next 

trend will be in chins, or something else equally unexpected. I’ll wait a bit, to see how this new 

model fares, before I even think about exchanging my american skin. 

  



  

from Monkey in Residence & Other Speculations 

 

WHEN YOUR CITY VANISHES 

 

 

“Because of China’s nature, there is a high possibility of conflict” — Chen Po-Wei, Taiwanese 

lawmaker. Quoted in The New York Times July 1, 2020 
 

It used to be my day off, July 1. I would rise early, maybe hit the gym or meet my hiking partner 

for a walk through the New Territories at sunrise. Luxuriate in the empty trains of the MTR and 

buses that ran on time. By afternoon it was back to my rooftop room and solitude, before crowds 

thronged the harborside for the annual firework display. 

Or did I? Who truly recalls normal life accurately during Covid-19 lockdown, when days 

at home seem eternal? In 2020, July 1 is political again — rousingly, noisily so, blasting global 

airwaves as it did back in 1997, the year that day became a public holiday in Hong Kong when 

my city returned to China. In case you’ve forgotten, my city was once the site of “a many-



  

splendoured thing,” so titled for the novel by Han Suyin, a Eurasian medical doctor from 

Shanghai who fell in love with a married British correspondent and carried on a controversially 

public affair. He died while covering the Korean War. She wrote it as fiction — thinly disguised 

autobiography — that placed my city on the world stage, especially when glamorized as a 

Hollywood movie. Despite its romantic story, the novel is a critical look at the historical, social, 

and cultural problems of my Chinese city, this political anomaly, this hybrid cosmopolitan 

exclave that flirts with both East and West. 

Now, “conducting with intent,” as all the purple police banners read that morning, may 

lead to arrest and prosecution, an intent that’s slippery in meaning— secession or subversion — 

thanks to the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region’s (HKSAR) National Security Law that 

came into effect after midnight of July 1, 2020. Peaceful protests are now threatened, despite our 

Basic Law, just as the police now have (and continue to gain) increasingly greater powers to 

arrest people for questionably “illegal” activities. “One country two systems,” the promise, 

among others, that Hong Kong’s rule of law will be separate from mainland China’s legal 

system, is a debt of borrowed post-colonial time to retain our hybrid and cosmopolitan way of 

life for 50 years, until June 30, 2047 to be exact. That morning, however, our lender extracts a 

rather large repayment, muddying the contracted time frame. Once again, I am watching my city 

vanish just a little more. Trust me, this is not fake news. 

The flow of bounty that was Hong Kong is closing on my vanishing city, not unlike the 

outdoor spigot that had to be shut off in my northern New York home, the morning I awoke to a 

flooded basement, the year Covid raged.  

§ 



  

1997 used to be the flash-forward year of my childhood and early adult life. Until the 

early eighties, it remained that 99-year mark, the year the lease on a part of my city’s land mass 

was due to expire on June 30. How was it possible to rent a piece of a country, I wondered, when 

this anomalous arrangement of the Convention of 1898 first entered my consciousness, a Sino-

British agreement to lease the New Territories and 235 outlying islands to Britain, expanding the 

colonized city’s territory. I think I was around nine or ten when the true meaning of Boundary 

Street became clear. My school was located on the north side of the street, which meant I daily 

crossed the border from the British colony of Hong Kong into the People’s Republic of China, 

geographically and politically a part of the leased New Territories. How was that possible, my 

yet-to-be-decolonized mind inquired. Dad’s answer was unequivocal: this is why you do not want 

to be a colonial “British,” although he never fully clarified why I wasn’t entirely “Chinese” 

either — since we were Indonesian citizens — although I walked, talked, and certainly looked 

Chinese enough, despite my mixed blood. National affiliations are, however, difficult to ignore 

when I recall my passport. During the global Covid pandemic, my present document is getting a 

long reprieve, resting between its midnight-blue, made-in-America covers, unable to take me 

across borders that remain closed, forcing me to be only a virtual citizen in my city.  

I never did become British, privileged as my family was to be Indonesian, although I 

retain my Hong Kong permanent residency. Back when I sported a dark-basil covered passport, 

it felt odd rather than privileged because I looked and sounded nothing like most Indonesians. 

There were quite a few of us foreign Asians perched in my British colony for many decades 

before 1997, mostly from Southeast and South Asia, as well as some from Taiwan and Vietnam. 

The Filipino invasion happened later, in the late eighties and early nineties, when prosperity 

demanded a serving class of domestic helpers. Many of us were ethnically Chinese. Among 



  

those who were not, many, myself included, spoke Cantonese like natives and several 

generations of these families called the city home. It was true for some British and other non-

Asian nationals as well. Even though Cantonese people comprise the majority population, my 

Hong Kong is a city that has always looked out towards the world, this SAR that still is, and will 

be, for the currently foreseeable future, an exclave of China, one not entirely subject to Chinese 

national law. 

At some point, it became possible to forget about 1997. Even when Wong Kar-wai 

released 2046, his excruciatingly beautiful and romantic 2005 feature film, it was all about love, 

obsession, and nostalgia for the way we used to be as well as the way we perhaps wish we could 

continue to be. In the film, 2046 is the year of a speculative, dystopic future as well as the 

number of a room that is unavailable for rent because a murder happened there, so the 

protagonist is offered room 2047 instead. Despite its apolitical drama, it is impossible to ignore 

the political overtones, an allusion to when our decolonized-recolonized one-country-two-

systems arrangement is contracted to expire. How is it possible, the world wonders, for a country 

to embrace two systems within its boundaries? If you’re from Hong Kong, the answer has always 

been blindingly crystal-clear. Once an anomaly, always an anomaly. My city is all about walking 

and quacking in sync with whatever power prevails. 

Despite all that, July 1, 1997 remains difficult to forget. The optimists and pessimists 

erupted side by side on the eve of that day. Even though social media hadn’t yet begun spewing 

its freefall lava of words and images, the world’s media and intelligentsia pontificated loudly 

about the past, present, and future of my city during that year, the year China brought us “home.” 

My city was like a virus, infecting global chatter for a brief moment, banging pots and pans 

about our fate. Dire, so dire, many experts decreed, although many others, myself included, 



  

thought differently. Memory tricks you into thinking the past is like the present, doesn’t it? Yet 

what we think we know about life is a perpetual present tense in this deluge of knowledge, 

blurring conflict into a predictably repetitive cycle of I-scream-you-scream, like the song about 

ice cream, a sweet indulgence which, in the heat of the moment, melts and disappears.  

In 1997, I walked through my city on the night of June 30, stopping into local parties, 

gliding past the Chinese ones, and witnessed Hong Kong’s democracy protestors take their stand 

one last time under British rule. The protestors were stalwart but few that night, not of great 

concern to the local police. No one demanded independence or threw petrol bombs. “Foreign 

interference” was not evident enough for Beijing to squawk. Besides, the police had all those 

important dignitaries to protect from the rain, as well as crowds to control at our newly extended 

giant tortoise shell, the Convention Center, where the handover ceremony took place. It was at 

once wistful and celebratory, a good night to walk.  

Now, I walk through those nights in memory, this city of mine that lends itself to long 

urban rambles, this city that was so safe and free of crime and disorder, this clean and orderly 

city where trains were graffiti-free; where universities were spaces for ideas, argument, and 

debate; and no one worried too much about politics or the future, because the future was always 

willfully rosy. Am I just a deluded flâneur of remembrance, courting nostalgia, because I, too, 

refuse to accept the inevitable, hoping that the way we have become is the way we will always 

continue to be, a future as a global Chinese exclave with a separate but equal system and culture, 

in the 21st century and beyond? 

§ 

Perhaps our future can only be dreamlike, a quality that characterizes Wong Kar-wai’s films. He 

is the filmmaker much associated with my city, one of the most well-known internationally. My 



  

father created a dream-like home in my childhood, a penthouse on the 17th and 18th floors that 

overlooked the Hong Kong harbor, located at the tip of Kowloon peninsula. From the verandah, 

it felt like I was gazing out at the world. It was an urban paradise, a home I believed would 

always be mine. That flat was sold years ago and our family moved to a suburban hilltop flat 

north of Boundary Street, one that has never felt like home to me, even though it remained in our 

family for almost half a century. Its rooftop room did become my 120-square-foot home for more 

than a decade when I lived between Hong Kong and New York, helping to care for my elderly 

mother with Alzheimer’s until she died in 2017.  

An early sign of a less-than-rosy future occurred when I was ten, the year Typhoon Dot 

blasted windy rainstorms. 1964 was a particularly active tropical cyclone season in the Pacific, 

with 39 storms recorded across the region. Dot was neither the most powerful nor the worst 

catastrophe in my city. 36 dead or missing and 85 people injured, all of which was bad enough 

but paled by comparison to Wanda, two years prior, that left 434 dead, 72,000 homeless and 

caused millions of dollars of damage. 

But in my home Dot was catastrophic, because I awoke to an inland sea throughout both 

floors of our flat, on that Tuesday morning of October 13. 

I was up first, as was often the case. My rubber flip flops and schoolbag floated past my 

bed. The water was around a foot deep. I went downstairs to the living room. Outside, a typhoon 

raged but the thing I desperately needed to know was whether or not I had to go to school. The 

people to ask were my maiden aunts, who lived below us on 12, facing east. From their window 

they could see the Royal Observatory where typhoon signals were hoisted onto a giant hilltop 

crucifix: black metal triangles, T’s, and crosses denoting levels of severity from signals one to 

ten. I telephoned Aunties. Christine answered sleepily and listened to me blather on about a 



  

flood. Yes it was Signal 10, she confirmed, and no, of course there was no school. But about the 

water she simply snapped, well, mop it up, and rang off. Christine could be grumpy when dealing 

with kids. Only then did it dawn on me to wake my parents. Later, Mum demanded why I hadn’t 

awakened everyone right away, but I was tongue-tied over that burning need to know about 

school, ashamed of my rigidly absurd view. She also complained about Christine’s selfish and 

irresponsible response, a what-adult-would-say-that-to-a-child complaint. But isn’t that the point 

of choosing not to be a parent, because you’re not ultimately responsible for other people’s 

children — even if you do care about them, the way Auntie Christine did love and care about our 

family — the way my own childlessness ensures the same?  

The culprit? Wet leaves blocking the drains of our verandah, causing water to rise and 

seep indoors. Our penthouse flat faced south toward the open skies above the harbor, full frontal 

to the storm. Uprooted parquet floorboards —a foot long and approximately two inches wide — 

floated around like toy boats. Our family mopped all day until the typhoon dissipated and 

eventually vanished. 

That same year, Mum finally told my sister and me, the two eldest children, that Dad was 

broke, his money all gone. Our family was no longer rich with the kind of wealth that afforded 

my penthouse dream home. Trickle-down economics was over, and from then on, I learned to 

curb my enthusiasms and dreams. 

In late June, just days prior to the news shock from my city on July 1, I awoke to my 

Northern New York basement flood on a Saturday morning. Fortunately this basement is still a 

concrete surface, since the contractor had mercifully not yet laid down finished tile flooring. The 

culprit? A likely leak in the pipes leading to the outdoor spigot that my husband and I gleefully 

used the previous day with our new, 100-foot hose to water our newly planted garden. By July 1, 



  

we still don’t know the real cause, although the water is mopped up and a new spigot installed at 

the back of the house, accessible from both inside and out. The plumber closed off the line to the 

existing spigot, one which was inaccessible from inside unless we tore open the wall. So the 

flood remains a mystery of my new home, this dream home I built over five years, paid for 

entirely with cash from savings, investments, and earnings, while I juggled life between New 

York and Hong Kong. The culprit? That so-called contractor who built my new home had 

installed the spigot incorrectly. This engineer-project manager took my money, spent it on 

materials and labor but had, at best, a half-baked idea of how to build a house, being in way over 

his head, good intentions be damned. Even the architect gave up on him. At some point, I cut my 

losses and hired another, competent contractor to fix the last of his myriad and stupid mistakes. 

But who will fix the “mistake” that is my city?  

Was it a mistake for us to have put such faith in our promised land? By 1997, Hong Kong 

was prosperous. The world flocked to our shores, pouring in money, talent, visions for 

tomorrow. We weren’t terribly worried when we first became “China” because clearly, we were 

still Hong Kong. I remember a young local woman, one of my sales staff at that time in my job 

as circulation director for the Asian Wall Street Journal, her face brimming with pride and joy 

when she spoke of the upcoming return to our Motherland. China was opening its doors to us and 

the world. Life was good, and we were as happy as the Clampetts in their new Beverly 

Hillbillies’ home, funded by the Texas tea that made them rich. It’s like that in TV land where 

reality is merely played for laughs.  

Despite certain “disappearances” that occurred during the early post-Handover years, my 

city soldiered on. In 1997, bird flu culled 1.5 million chickens. 1998: the Asian economic crisis 

shrank GDP and the property market deflated by half. 1999: the first plane crash at our new 



  

airport disappeared China Airlines flight 642. 2003: SARS or Severe Acute Respiratory 

Syndrome, an unfortunate acronym almost identical to that of our political identity, crippled the 

city; meanwhile, two iconic Hong Kong pop stars, Leslie Cheung and Anita Mui, died tragically 

young. 2006: the demolition of the Star Ferry pier to make space for a four-lane highway. 2008: 

Queen’s Pier, from where I used to board boats for various launch parties back in the seventies, 

vanished, another victim of historical erasure. By the time our city was hit by the Asian swine flu 

pandemic in 2009, we knew enough to shut down schools, quarantine hot spots and run 

temperature checks for inbound travelers.  

In 2010, I returned to my city to live with my aging, Alzheimer’s-stricken mother, and 

accepted a full-time faculty position at a local university. Prior to that, I refused to be employed 

full-time by any company or organization — other than by my own writing — since I’d left my 

18+ year business career in 1998. I shuttled between there and my other city, New York, splitting 

my life between both, earning just enough from part-time employment, freelancing, and trading 

stocks and futures to make a life. By then, peaceful protests were the norm in Hong Kong. There 

was always something to complain about — no government is perfect — and every June 4, we 

still gathered in memory of the victims of Tiananmen, one of the few Chinese territories where 

commemoration was legal, although by 2021, even that’s changed. The subsequent years became 

a personal journey through memory, retracing steps to vanished or re-imagined spaces around 

my city, walking across reclamations where water used to flow. I rambled often through my 

urban life, one that felt free, safe, reasonably democratic.  

1997 became a distant memory of what had been an inevitable, historical and political 

reality. 



  

But a growing concern, similar to the trepidation I later harbored towards my fake 

contractor, kept nudging. On July 1, 2013, thousands marched peacefully, demanding universal 

suffrage. It was what we’d been promised for the election of our Chief Executive as part of our 

Basic Law, the hallmark legal document of one country two systems. Early the next year, I 

employed that man — let’s name him Dungeness, given his crab-like, thick face leather (as 

Cantonese 厚 臉 皮 articulates such shamelessness) — to design-build my rural New York home 

on a wooded property I had long owned; he promised to deliver my dream home. His promises 

were poorly fulfilled as I watched my savings dwindle. The ultimate insult was delivery of a 

still-unfinished, barely inhabitable house over a year behind schedule, shattering the original 

dream. By 2014, the Umbrella Revolution shut Hong Kong down for almost three months. By 

2019, violent protests shut down more than roads and districts, and the government’s rigidly 

absurd response signaled the beginning of the end of dreams. 

§ 

Should we never have dared to dream? 

What longing demanded I needed to design-build a dream home when I already owned 

and lived in a perfectly fine and mortgage-free raised ranch in my rural Northern New York 

enclave? No one needs more than one roof over their head. Yet over the course of my life, I have 

bought and sold several properties, in Hong Kong, New Zealand, and in the US in 

Massachusetts, Ohio, and New York, some of which were homes for a time, while others were or 

became rental properties. This has provided supplemental income to fund a literary life. I’ve also 

rented several homes at numerous mailing addresses — upstate New York on West Street in 

Lake George; Paris on the Rue St. Lazare; Greece, in Athens on Peta Street and on two islands 

c/o Poste Restante or American Express in Athens; an Aspen, Colorado room in the home of a 



  

coke-dealing postal worker so the mail arrived c/o her; Hamilton Avenue in Cincinnati, Ohio; 

New York City at Windsor Terrace, Brooklyn and Orient Avenue of Greenpoint-Williamsburg; 

Hong Kong in several districts — Tsimshatsui, Kowloon Tong, Shatin, Sai Kung, Causeway 

Bay, the Mid-Levels and the borderland between Central and Sheung Wan; Toh Street in 

Singapore which few taxi drivers knew existed; East College Street, Iowa City, Iowa; North 20th 

Avenue in Phoenix, Arizona from where I bicycled to the Valley Metro light rail. This, in 

addition to living for weeks or months at a stretch in hotels and writers or artists residencies. Nor 

does this include travel accommodations for work or pleasure, or those long stays with my 

English “uncle” Jack in his rose-garden cottage outside London, the year I was trying to become 

a real writer. Jack was a retired widower friend of Dad’s, with whom he had done business 

during Jack’s many years in Indonesia and Hong Kong. He and his wife Anne were our frequent 

guests at home. He offered me a free place to crash for weeks at a time to write my first novel, in 

exchange for cooking him Chinese meals. He even read the drafts of my novel, becoming one of 

my first real readers, and telegrammed me in Greece to say one of my stories had been accepted 

by the BBC’s short story programme. It was a marvelous exchange; his generosity allowed me to 

dream. 

Like Jack, I’ve led a global life, born out of a childhood in my city where the world 

constantly haunted our shores. Was it so wrong to dream of a home for the happily-ever-after of 

life? In my early twenties, I wanted a dream home in the New Territories, what was then much 

more rural than today. I was renting a small two-story village house in Sai Kung with my first 

husband, a Scotsman, where he ran a kennel for dogs on our rooftop to supplement his dog-

training business. We lived well in our 1,000 square feet, across the road from the sea, where we 

and our own dogs — the mongrels Charley and Bloo, and the Alsatians Duke and Hera — would 



  

swim on hot summer afternoons. Both my parents grew up in villages by the sea in Central Java, 

and spoke fondly of the freedom of such a life. That first house did not materialize, although my 

family still owns the piece of village land in Taipo that my ex persuaded Mum to buy in her 

name, with promises of the garden she could grow there. He was persuaded by an Englishman 

who promised to get us a building permit, a difficult feat if you’re not descended from one of the 

original families, a quirky problem of village property law. Dream lands, like the land in Nevada 

some developer persuaded Dad to buy in the desert that is still barren to this day. Our family 

holds title to the uninhabitable.  

A few years later, I tried to build a dream home on the Greek island of Hydra where no 

motor vehicles are allowed, during my year in Europe and England trying to become a real 

writer. My then-boyfriend was an English builder who had grown up in Greece where he could 

work and live almost like a local, and we talked about the possibility. He also wrote wonderful 

letters, in his back-sloping, precise, neat handwriting, when I disappeared to Paris and London in 

winter, making me want to rush back to Hydra in spring. But Greece was a difficult country for a 

foreigner, especially a woman, to obtain building permits, never mind oversee a male 

construction crew. Youth dreams until life forces an awakening, and for me it was a divorce from 

the first husband, a break-up with the boyfriend, and ultimately, simply knowing it was time to 

move on and make a literary life if I ever wanted to become that real writer. 

But my city already had a life! Should it be forced to “move on” from a misspent youth to 

become some kind of earnest grown up as a Chinese city? It was always irrevocably a part of 

China, we all knew that, even if we pretended for a while to be British. Had we asked to be 

snatched from the cradle — or was it the womb — of our motherland? Hadn’t we already grown 

up to become a financially responsible adult, contributing wealth and investment to the 



  

motherland, alongside our playground of luxury properties, designer brands, international 5-star 

cuisine, a booming Chinese art market, and a springboard to the world for China’s newly rich? 

Isn’t there room enough for everyone?  

Why disappear us? Why shatter our dreams? 

My miscreant contractor is but a droplet in the ocean of dreams, despite shattering my 

self-confidence and well-being over a bad decision. My lawyer and other home builders shared 

stories of broken promises by contractors, which is apparently more common than not. Always 

over budget. Never showing up when they promise they will. Problems that should not happen in 

a brand new construction. The poorly installed spigot is only one in a long list of far more 

egregious issues, for instance failing to disclose that he had never design-built any house prior to 

mine, having persuaded me instead with the architect’s portfolio. Disappearances. As problems 

and delays mounted, Dungeness routinely disappeared. Phone calls, texts, emails ignored, until 

he dared to come out of his locker, still believing he was justified in taking on the project. So 

unlike Mr. Wu, my Hong Kong contractor of many years who always delivered competent, 

professional work, on time and on budget, until he succumbed to MERS — Middle East 

Respiratory Syndrome — first cousin to the SARS virus, from which Covid-19, or SARS-CoV-2 

evolved, and could no longer work. 

 However, ex-contractors, like ex-lovers or husbands, are an acceptable disappearance. It 

isn’t the same for my city. As often as I have complained about my city — too noisy, too 

crowded, way too expensive unless you’re a tycoon property developer or own numerous 

properties or are safely ensconced as one of the highly overpaid civil servants, tenured 

academics, or business executives, all who, like the three monkeys, have learned to brook no evil 

of sight, sound, or speech, even while evil golden-handcuffs them — I do not want this 



  

vanishing. In Hong Kong, life goes on, and the teeming masses of a lesser privilege will either 

shut up or die in revolution, a revolution that will have difficulty raising militia. Perhaps we 

should have taken a page from the Book of Mao: the Long March succeeded because it was 

painfully long, followed by years of deprivation, sacrifice, and want, fueled by a dream of 

building China’s new Great Wall with “our” flesh and blood, as China’s national anthem “March 

of the Volunteers,” declares. How much more blood must my city spill before the river of red is 

mopped up and gone for good? 

Or will our tiger economy become an increasingly toothless paper tiger, waving our Basic 

Law, our voices fainter and fainter as we vanish into the world’s memory, scrambled by 

dementia, delusions, or simple forgetfulness. Who will really care if my city vanishes and the 

world moves on? Once a political anomaly, forever after a mistake to be rectified, so that the 

humiliation of the unequal treaty that gave birth to my city be disappeared forever. China rises, 

continues to rise, distracting the masses with all they survey in this kingdom of power and 

plenty. Meanwhile, the global freefall of fake and real news flows. Will you be able to tell the 

difference? 

  



  

from Monkey in Residence & Other Speculations 

 

T S T 

 

 

Listen to me, it’s not too late. On quiet nights, you will hear us speak. At the end of the last 

water snake year, the year that autre calendar brackets between February 10, 2013 and January 

30, 2014, our storytelling began. During that lunar year, Seven Sisters Club vanished for good. 

Once upon a time, a perfect geometry of white smoke against dark pistachio and rust that was 

almost vermilion graced its façade. Remnant tiles, like torn evening wear, barely cover the 

gunmetal wall now, but under streetlight, the colors still glow. I watched the building disappear. 

Each year, a little more deterioration — a sign gone, a door off its hinges, a window pane 

shattered — until finally, the wreckers appeared and now, we might never have existed at all. 



  

 

The girls, they were all there, most idling in doorways along Minden Row, others 

squatting along the uphill path towards what had been the Royal Observatory, some loitering at 

the crest of the hump towards Middle Road. They all came to tell their stories to anyone who 

would listen, and once they started, they wouldn’t shut up. 

But the first time they came it was because I called. Our home was gone and we needed a 

way to come together. We were like that, you see, undeniably sisters in eternity’s muddle. The 

Milky Way swirled through our story every 乞巧節, that Chinese heavenly Romeo & Juliet story 

for thwarted lovers all girls adore. Occasionally, we gathered in the forgotten village in North 

Point, along the shoreline where bathing pavilions later stood, although even those are gone now, 

remembered only by a street named 七姊妹道 meaning seven sisters, which correctly 

transliterates into English as Tsat Tsz Mui Road. Unlike our own mistranslated Minden, named 

after a Royal Navy ship to recall the 1759 Battle of Minden, our street’s name in Cantonese is 

Myanmar, formerly Burma. Our club on Minden Row, we have nothing to do with Burma. Even 

if it is possible to crossover a hump to get here, this isn’t the “over the hump” air route of that 



  

long vanished airline, the one that ferried legal and not-so-legal cargo to and from Burma during 

and after the second war.  

Our only crime was being bargirls at Seven Sisters. 

And girls like us are better off dead, at least while we still answer to “girl” instead of 

woman, the way I did. The way I still do. I’m not old enough to be forgotten. None of us are. 

Which is why they all come when I call, these girls who were not privileged to ever become 

women, no matter how old they were when they died. 

 

Men don’t lie to whores. I once had a lover who had been MI5. He was gentle though, and 

sometimes cried after he fucked me. The man who killed me was rough and never cried. He kept 

two fierce Alsatians in his bathtub. That’s the trouble with Hong Kong flats, too small for dogs, 

especially large ones, but some people insist on having them. This man, an English police 

inspector, he was Vice. Those dogs were hungry the night they ripped me apart and almost tore 

his left hand off in the process. He still has the scar. The photo in the newspaper caught it when 

he put up his hand to cover his face the day he was arrested, although that happened years later, 

long after I was gone. Jail ended his career but he just went to the mercenaries. There’s always a 

place in the world for the rough ones. About my death though, that was an accident. He lost 

control of his hounds and they savaged my jugular and feasted on my flesh until he muzzled 

them. Afterwards he hid my corpse because what else could he do? First, though, he cleanly 

sliced off my hands and feet to be found with no canine teeth marks, separated from the rest of 

me. It saddens me that the American sailor was wrongly accused. He, the police inspector, 

pinned it on him. Easy because the other girls saw me go off with sailor boy. They didn’t know 

Alistair came by after he left and took me to his home with the dogs. So that’s my story. And 



  

now I have no feet to walk or hands to cradle my favorite fleurs. All I can do is talk my story till 

someone hears me. 

 

“Kowloon, Hong Kong” was silly pop, sung in our day, with its choppy chop-chop 2/4 or 4/4 

time, like the impossible waltz that is “Chopsticks.” We didn’t say “TST” back then, since we 

were mostly Cantonese and said 尖沙嘴, Tsimshatsui; the impossible English of our district’s 

name confounded foreigners who showed up later, in the 1980s and ‘90s amid rampant nightlife 

(and day life as well), and our neighborhood was abbreviated to TST, an acronym better suited to 

a parasitic bloodsucker, the tsetse fly. 

We were poorer then, during the four decades before and after the second war, even 

though wealth lined some of the lanes, avenues, streets and roads of TST. We came to TST 

because of that wealth and the men who haunted the district, trolling for love, gluttonous with 

desire. But we were happier then because any money is better than being impoverished. After all, 

we were young and pretty enough, smart and hungry enough, sad and desperate enough to go 

away and stay away in TST, far from the shanties or villages or homes of our birth. Those homes 

where love was absent and our desire for more translated into lust for a future that could be our 

own. We came in droves during war and peace time, hunting out a perch to land for what passed 

as a lifetime.  

So here I am beginning at the end, or what you out there think of as the end. I am dead, 

have been dead since the mid-seventies. Alistair scattered my hands and feet in some kind of 

perverse ritual. My left hand propped by the back entrance to the Peninsula Hotel, the one we 

sometimes used to enter the kitchen where his friend Gaston the chef served us scrumptiously 

gourmet dinners for free. It surprises me Gaston did not recognize my hand when he found it. 



  

After all, I was sometimes payment for those meals, jacking him off in his office while Alistair 

waited outside. My left foot he tossed in the harbor, late one night, from the Star Ferry pier in 

TST. It didn’t sink to the depths and landed on a ledge where it wavered precariously, never 

tipping into the sea. Someone found it and turned it in to the police, and it was preserved as 

evidence for a while until the case was closed and it eventually rotted away. My right hand and 

foot were never found. 

We girls don’t mind though where a story begins. We have, as we like to say, all the time 

in the world, so sometimes we begin in the middle, other times at the beginning, and often 

enough at the end. It doesn’t much matter how you tell a story, as long as you tell it. This is my 

story so I’ll tell it however I want. 

 

I don’t like the beginning of my story. Remembering myself in long pigtails when I really was a 

girl just makes me miserable. I had a cloth doll Ah-Ma sewed for me and I hung onto her and 

called her little Miss, the polite form of address for a young lady. Siu jie! I’d admonish, where 

have you been? Don’t you know it’s dangerous out there at night you stay with me and I’ll take 

care of you. It was what Ma used to say before she died, TB or something I’m not sure but I 

remember she coughed a lot. Pa sold me. I was twelve with buds for breasts and had only just 

begun menstruating. It was summer. He dragged me out of bed in the middle of the night and 

hosed me down like one of the pigs. A woman undid my pigtails and combed out my hair. She 

put me in a thin dress, stuck a pair of sandals with plastic flowers on my feet and took me away 

from the village. I was too scared to speak or even cry. The last memory I have of Pa is a vision 

of his back to me, walking away towards our hut. He never even said goodbye. 



  

And then for a while — I’m not sure how long, maybe three or four months — it was a 

cyclical blur of sleep, food, nights, men, men, men, and more men, until nothing they did could 

ever hurt again.  

Until Monsieur Autre. 

That wasn’t his name but it was what we girls called him. He was French, but he spoke 

our language very well, had lived in Taiwan where he said he studied Mandarin and was in Hong 

Kong teaching French, and he spoke Cantonese too. He visited Auntie Lam, our mamasan, once 

a week, always asking for her freshest flower. Usually he chose Little Pear or Night Blossom — 

they were sixteen and eighteen but dressed to pass for younger — until I arrived at Seven Sisters. 

So this is the real beginning of my story, when I became M. Autre’s “little cabbage,” his 

special amour. 

I met him the night of my debut at Seven Sisters. It’s a fancy word, debut. Some 

American sailor taught me that. It was my sister’s debut, he said, and when I asked him what it 

meant, he said that where he came from, young girls were presented to society at a ball for 

debutantes to make their debut. His sister wore a pretty white dress like all her girlfriends and 

young men escorted the girls so everyone could check her out and see how special she was, and 

one day one of those young men would make her his bride. The sailor was a gentle man, soft 

spoken, whose English swayed like a willow in a typhoon. He didn’t wear a naval uniform but 

from the haircut you knew he was one of them. An officer, Auntie Lam whispered when she 

assigned me. Treat him nice and he’ll give you a big tip, maybe even buy you something special. 

He kept me a whole weekend. Did one of them marry your sister, I wanted to know. No, he said, 

she died. He was silent after that and I didn’t have the heart to ask what happened. His name was 

Jefferson, like the president was what he said. 



  

But Jefferson was during Vietnam, long after M. Autre, a time when Tsimshatsui was 

flooded with boys who waddled like ducks. Those were good days, when all us girls made 

money, when Seven Sisters was busy every night. Even that was a long time ago, and now TST 

is all about jewelry stores and designer boutiques for mainland tourists or massage parlors where 

the girls make a pittance for their slavery. The flower markets are gone, along with the food 

markets and 好好, our favorite won ton noodle haunt. The good days are over and we, despite all 

our talk, are forever dead. 

You see what I mean about our talk-stories? We have so many middles there are no 

beginnings. M. Autre though, he looked after me for a time, so I suppose he was a kind of 

beginning. 

 

The day he finally left, he told me his real name. It was difficult and he laughed when I tried to 

say Archambault. So long, I complained, why do you people make such long names? Chinese so 

much easier! I’ve always wondered, after he left, why he told me his name. He didn’t ask me to 

remember him like some johns do. Nor did he tell me to look him up if I was ever in Paris the 

way others occasionally will. As if I would ever go to Manhattan, Kansas, which is where one 

john was from. He wrote down his address and phone number, insisted I keep the torn slip of 

paper. I threw it out the minute he left. Such a boy, sweet-faced, told me he wanted to show me 

off to his friends, to introduce me to his mother. “Dor yu! many fish!” as M. Autre would say, 

making us all laugh at his deliberate mistranslation by mispronouncing the tones for 多餘, 

meaning something superfluous or a pointless endeavor. He taught me a lot of English words and 

phrases, and a little French, although sometimes I think he was poking fun by teaching me 



  

deliberately wrong words and phrases. Don’t make me look like a fool, I’d complain and his 

answer always was you could never be a fool. 

Was I a fool? Now that I have all the time in eternity, it is the only question that still 

vexes and nags. All those sexy clothes and bright shiny things, just to earn a few dollars from so 

many johns I lost count. Wasn’t there anything else I could have done? M. Autre, he often said, 

why don’t you go back to school, learn something, but honestly, that would be way too many 

fishes! He was just as much to blame, don’t you think, because he liked fresh girls? And I was 

young and fresh and even though my hymen was already torn and too many cocks had come 

before his, he could still pretend I was his baby girl. Pedophile, that’s all he was. It doesn’t 

matter now how nicely he treated me, all he wanted was to fuck a child and there’s something so 

vile and wrong-headed about that, so . . . unnecessary, this burning desire of his. Don’t you 

think? 

You know, I don’t even know to whom I’m speaking anymore. Look around, it’s always 

only the girls who come when I call. Many of our johns are just as dead as us but do you see 

them here? No. Bang, bang, thank you ma’am, as the sailors used to say. And then they get to 

sleep the sleep of the dead. Meanwhile we’re wandering, exhausted, famished ghosts with no 

hope of rest. What we’re looking for to appease our restless spirit we’ll never find, and what we 

need to still our hunger pangs is lost to that heaven where emperors rule and girls must remain 

girls forever. 

Listen to me, it’s not too late. You can still fix things. Girls are not pigs to be hosed down 

and sold. We all return to where Seven Sisters once stood because it’s the closest thing to home. 

But the club’s long gone, and even the abandoned space that stayed vacant for so many years has 

been transformed into a third-rate restaurant, famous mostly for its rat population. Maybe it’s just 



  

as well it’s gone, although for every Seven Sisters that dies, a new one is born elsewhere in TST. 

You’d think one of those johns would at least come back and visit, maybe look for one of us? 

Like Manhattan, Kansas and his earnest plea that I should come visit? Oh sure, they’ve had their 

wives and daughters or girlfriends and maybe even other younger, fresher girls. But I can’t go 

very far because my feet are gone and I can’t reach out to strangle the ones who are still alive 

because my hands are gone as well. It’s a hell of an eternity and if you had any sense you’d do 

something to turn this world around, find some way to right the wrongs, figure out a better way 

for me to die. 

Listen to me, it’s not about fate. We girls love to chatter on about fate because it’s a small 

comfort to think that really, there’s nothing to be done so why not just shut up and die the hand 

you’re dealt? But look at us, we’re all here, and we haven’t shut up, not like those johns whose 

dead-to-the-world sleep is peacefully silent. If there’s one thing I’m sure of is that I have to keep 

talking-story until you hear me, until you truly listen, until you fix this mess you call life. Fix 

things so that girls like me can become women, need not always be enslaved, stripped, beaten, 

fucked, or treated like dolls, created just to satisfy impersonal lusts. You will hear us, me, one of 

these days, because I know you can if you try. 

Listen, it’s never too late. Just listen. 

  



  

From Access: Thirteen Tales 

 

 

ACCESS 

 

It was an ordinary savings account, promising paperless Internet access. Elna opened it with her 

fifteen-hundred-dollar tax refund. The bank’s mailer offered extraordinarily good interest rates 

and arrived the same day as her check. This was early in the summer, before rates slid seriously 

downwards and then shriveled up after the towers vanished that fall. 

The bank’s first piece of correspondence boomed, ELNA, WE THANK YOU FOR YOUR 

BUSINESS. YOU WILL NOT BE DISAPPOINTED. The package contained a CD-ROM disk with 

easy installation software. It took less than ten minutes to get up and running with a direct link to 

her account. There it was, $1,500 plus a $20 new account bonus, and statements she could view 

online. It was like this secret place only she knew of, not to be shared with Mother or anyone 

else.  

Elna had moved “back home” since Hélene, her seventy-year-old mother, fell and 

suffered dizzy spells. A temporary arrangement, she assured Stan, her husband, until she could 

get full-time care for Mother, and besides, they only lived in the next town, twenty minutes 

away, so it wasn’t really like moving out. Hélene recovered, but as time passed, a caregiver did 

not emerge. Elna still came home every day at noon to make lunch for Stan, who supervised the 

night shift at Federal Express, and sometimes in the afternoons, they made love. Now, two 

months since her “relocation,” as the family termed it, Hélene had grown used to her daughter’s 

presence. 



  

When they discussed the situation a week earlier, Stan said, “We’re losing the summer. 

Get your sister-in-law to help out. She could take a break from that stupid romance trash she’s 

always reading.”  

Elna worried her facial pressure points. “I’m interviewing another woman next week. She 

sounds promising.” 

Stan craned his neck back a notch, a statement of displeasure. “Myrna’s got nothing 

better to do except maybe pay the cleaning lady and decide which take-out to choose for dinner, 

assuming they aren’t going out. You have a real job.” 

“Okay, I’ll talk to her.” 

But they both knew she wouldn’t. 

Over the past year, Elna had grown her business by designing resumes. This was in 

addition to the clients who came to her for flyers, brochures, and other basic graphic production. 

Nothing fancy, she told people, and her customers returned because she guaranteed fast 

turnaround and charged reasonable rates. Her home business was a little over two years old. 

When her employer of ten years—a mid-size construction management firm, where she’d been 

the office manager—had shut down, Elna invested her unemployment towards a new life. 

These days, mornings were spent cleaning Mother’s home and making up meals for the 

day, so that all Hélene had to do was pop the tightly wrapped dishes into the microwave. Her 

own work she did between three thirty and ten, after Stan left for work and before Mother went 

to bed at eleven. Often, Hélene would summon her as early as six or seven in the morning 

because of some imaginary crisis. Elna’s brother Matt lived two blocks away, but it never 

occurred to their mother to call her daughter-in-law. Myrna, Hélene insisted, was virtually a 



  

bride, having been married only two years, and had way too many social obligations that were 

absolutely, positively vital to Matt’s career, and needed her beauty sleep.  

 

The first time Elna experienced a problem using her PIN number for the account, her 

system crashed. She had rented a laptop so that she could keep working at Mother’s. Hélene 

watched suspiciously as she plugged it into the phone line. Muttering something about electrical 

currents going haywire, she went back to flipping through TV channels. Hélene had never 

touched even a typewriter. 

“I didn’t like that one,” she declared, meaning the Mexican woman who had come for an 

interview earlier that evening. 

Elna said, “She seemed nice,” but was preoccupied with rebooting the computer. 

“She sounded... uneducated.” 

“It was just her accent.” Elna knew the woman was fine, the way several others had 

been—on top of which, this one was legal and a real nurse. Once, she would have accused 

Mother of prejudice. Hélene’s spoken English, though cultured, was equally as accented. Elna’s 

Portuguese-American father had been a retired banker, still vital at fifty-six, when he met and 

married Elna’s mother, a Lebanese-Chinese from France. Hélene arrived in New York in her 

early thirties as an “art model” and quickly discovered she wouldn’t have quite the stature she 

had in Paris. Marriage, on the other hand, assured ease of immigration and a measure of privilege 

as a widow, which she’d been for the past eight years. 

When Elna had brought Stan home seven years ago, she was twenty-eight and he, thirty-

four. 

“The night shift,” her mother said afterwards. “Why on earth does he do that?” 



  

“Freedom in daylight,” she responded. They were married two years later, once she 

agreed not to have children, about which Stan was adamant because his own childhood had been 

abused. Elna hadn’t cared, not really, although lately she thought Stan unduly cautious, because 

he seemed wholly unlikely to be an abusive father, but then, as Mother said with an indifferent 

shrug when first told, que sera, who knows for sure? Stan said Hélene wouldn’t want to be a 

grandmother because that would force her to become an adult. Motherhood for Hélene had 

merely been a prolonged adolescence. 

Elna logged back onto the Net, and tried, again, to view her account. After two 

unsuccessful attempts, the sign on screen blared ACCESS DENIED. 

Tech Support was helpful but vague. “You might have entered the wrong PIN, so that 

might lock you out after three tries, because of security. Or, like, we’ve been having problems 

with the website, reconstruction or something. So that could be it also?” 

“What should I do?” 

“You could try again later, or maybe, no, wait, I think I see something.” 

Elna waited, wondering why she was going through the trouble since it wasn’t as if she 

needed to do anything to her account. In fact, she felt slightly silly causing such a fuss because 

all she wanted was to see her money. She’d never banked online before. 

Tech Support continued. “Looks like maybe it was this other system glitch. Well, 

whatever. I’ve reset your account and you can go back in to pick a new PIN. But log off first, 

restart your computer, and then try.” 

“Thanks.” She realized that would take too long and decided to hold off for the moment. 

Then, remembering, “By the way, I’m supposed to get an ATM card for withdrawals and 

deposits. I never got one.” 



  

“Oh.” Tech Support was momentarily stumped, but brightened quickly enough. “That’s 

not our job. You’ll have to call Customer Service.” 

Hélene was hovering in her armchair. As soon as Elna hung up, her mother began. “I 

don’t see why we should let a complete stranger into our home.” 

“She’d hardly be that. Mrs. Richardson personally recommended her. Besides, you used 

to have cleaning ladies come in, some of whom weren’t even legal aliens.” This past practice 

concerned Matt, who preferred the IRS at a manageable distance. 

“I wasn’t always legal, remember?” Hélene’s brief, semi-legal life as an art model on a 

tourist visa until Dad “rescued” her was family legend. 

“That was years ago Mother. It wasn’t like you had to work.” 

“I still don’t see why we need her. Things are fine the way they are. Matt likes this 

arrangement too.” 

Easy for Matt to say, Elna thought, after Mother had retired for the night. Her brother was 

a tax attorney in the city, and his father-in-law was a senior name partner of the firm. He took 

fancy holidays with the beautiful and perfect Myrna—sad, he said, how Myrna couldn’t have 

children, which broke her heart, so this was the least he could do—and managed Mother’s 

investments, repeating often that he would take her out as soon as he had time, which seldom 

seemed to happen. He was a year older than Elna and ambitious. There were no other siblings. In 

the right light, Matt could have been their father’s twin. 

 

“The house next door’s up for sale. Her neighbor finally passed away.” Elna told Stan 

this a few days later, after sex. 



  

Stan stretched his arm, which was sore from the previous night. One of his staff had been 

swinging a bag of express letters around and accidentally hit him. The guy already had two 

warnings on record and was someone Stan was trying hard not to fire because, as he told Elna, a 

little time is all he needs, he’s a good guy, basically, just a bit too much of a clown.  

Their lovemaking positions hadn’t helped his arm any. 

“And your mother would take over all the decorating and virtually move in. Is that what 

you want?” 

“Well no, but...” 

“Besides, we can’t afford it.” 

She hesitated. “You know, Matt would help.” 

“No.” 

“It’s not like we wouldn’t pay him back.” 

“C’mon, you know how I feel about getting in over our heads.” 

“But he’s got more money than he knows what to do with. Even he says so.” 

He flexed his arm. “Could we talk about something else?” 

Secretly, Elna thought her mother managed fine on her own. To say so would disappoint 

Hélene, who liked being cared for. Somehow, this situation had grown out of control, and 

Mother had come to depend on her in a way that made Elna feel useful. It wasn’t that she felt 

useless or anything, and she and Stan really were happy together, but something about the daily 

contact revived an ancient, familial sensation. It had always been Mother and Matt, with Elna 

trailing far behind, forgotten, until now. 

That evening, she called Mother a little after six. It was a good day, because Hélene was 

dismissive, absorbed as she was in Rosie the Riveter, a movie she claimed she had never heard of 



  

or seen. Even though Mother was wrong about the movie, Elna didn’t argue, happy to be freed to 

work. At nine thirty, she did a last check of email. Her inbox was empty. She was about to power 

down, but remembered she hadn’t reset the PIN number. 

She chose 9270, her parents’ ages, reasoning that this would give her an excuse to update 

the PIN annually. Both their birthdays were in February, which would make remembering easy. 

This sign-in was smooth, and her account flashed up on-screen within seconds. 

The balance read $3,020. Elna blinked. She must be reading wrong. Clicking open the 

activity screen, she searched for signs of an erroneous deposit. Yet the only addition she saw was 

the $20 bonus, which made $3,000 look like the initial deposit. Pulling up the number for 

Customer Service, she recalled she hadn’t yet spoken to them about the ATM card. 

Customer Service was friendly but firm. “Your deposit was $3,000. Are you sure you 

didn’t make a mistake?” 

“I don’t think I’d make that kind of mistake.” She tried to laugh, but a weak titter was all 

that emerged. 

“Well, if it is an error in your favor, we’ll fix it. You can bet on that! In the meantime, 

let’s just make sure we get you that card, okay?” The Midwestern voice reassured her from 

somewhere in Colorado or Kansas. 

That night, Elna dreamt a line of Mexican women waited at her mother’s door, while 

Mother let one in at a time, saying of each, “I don’t like her.” 

 

A week later, Elna’s balance read $96,020. That amounted to more than the remaining 

mortgage on her and Stan’s home. 



  

She tried to tell Stan. “This account. I don’t get it. It’s as if my money’s doubling every 

day.” 

“What account?” His arm had not improved. He was beginning to concede that it was 

time for the doctor. 

“That Internet bank I told you about, remember? Where I deposited my tax refund?” 

“You got a refund? Hey, you must be doing something right.” 

They filed separately since starting her business, on Matt’s advice. Elna wasn’t sure why 

this was necessary, but Stan didn’t seem concerned one way or another. He began telling her 

about his arm, and somehow they never got back to the subject of the money. 

When she tried to tell Mother, Elna never got past the notion of a bank without branches. 

“It can’t be a real bank,” her mother said. “You must have made a mistake. How can you 

get your money out if there aren’t any branches?” 

“At an ATM.” 

“Those machine things? The only time I used one, it consumed my card. I told the 

manager that I wouldn’t bother to use it ever again, and you know something? I never have.” 

“Yes, Mother.” 

“And you know what else? Tellers are awfully slow nowadays. You should see how long 

the lines are at the banks. I told Matt he had to take care of all deposits because I refuse to waste 

my time like that. He’s so good about things, considering how busy he is.” 

Elna knew it was pointless saying anything more. She supposed it had to be some 

computer error which would eventually right itself. But imagine paying off their mortgage and 

still having enough to take the kind of vacation Matt and Myrna and even Mother took! Not that 



  

she believed it was going to happen, but it was fun, pretending. Besides, she and Stan wouldn’t 

be comfortable in too much luxury anyway. 

Several days later, she and Stan had their first real fight over her “relocation.” He was 

pissed off because it was looking a lot like they might not get to go on vacation this summer. She 

couldn’t explain herself, no matter how hard she tried, that it didn’t have anything to do with him 

but had everything to do with something inside her. 

“I thought you married me because I wasn’t like them, because you and I, we still use 

libraries, buy secondhand. Even read for real.” 

“It’s not that. Mother needs me now. Things have changed.” 

“She can’t control Matt. You’re convenient.” 

“It’s not like that!” 

Afterwards, she could not calm down, and became doubly upset that she should have 

exploded at Stan, who hadn’t meant anything by it, nothing at all. Stan called things the way he 

saw them, and at heart, she knew he was right. Mother got her way. Dad, being so much older, 

had been a presence, the way a grandfather might have been. But Mother loomed. Nothing Elna 

ever did seemed to please or displease Mother, who strove to be perpetually polite and 

uncomplaining. Displeasure towards her was never openly stated. What Elna didn’t get was the 

praise lavished on Matt. What Elna knew was that Matt, like Mother, exhibited a kind of love, 

the way a big brother ought, but that probably, if she weren’t around, neither of them would miss 

her, not terribly. 

Meanwhile, her account had grown to $7,776,020. During the past four business days, her 

deposit had tripled daily. 

 



  

The Mexican lady who came to stay quit after a fortnight. It was the most stressful two 

weeks of Elna’s life. She was almost in tears each evening after a day spent fielding Mother’s 

numerous calls. On the worst days, she counted as many as thirty-five, each time with some 

seemingly innocuous comment about the help, but just loud enough for the woman to overhear. 

When Elna expressed even the slightest annoyance, her mother gasped audibly, as if insulted, 

and hung up. On occasions, Hélene called Matt, who then called Elna, who then had to call 

Mother back to apologize in an endless relay. 

Life was frantic and disorganized. She almost missed one deadline for a client. 

“You have to relax,” Stan told her after the first week. 

“Easy for you to say.” 

“Hey, it’s not so bad. At least you don’t have to shuttle back and forth.” 

“That was preferable to this.” 

Stan shut up, refusing to fight. Time, he believed, was on his side. 

The day before the lady quit, Elna remembered her ATM card, which still hadn’t arrived. 

She logged into her account and saw that it now stood at $23,328,020. For one brief moment, her 

heart leapt. That amount, she suspected, topped even Matt’s net worth, but then she became 

upset at the bank’s incompetence, and then checked her annoyance because the illogic was 

daunting. A glitch, or virus, or something was responsible for this last tripling. 

Customer Service apologized for the missing card and promised it would be in the mail 

within a week. Customer Service couldn’t say why her account was so large. Laughing, Hey, too 

much money isn’t a problem, right?, they promised to look into it. 

Elna relocated all the next week but was firm about employing a second lady, a Filipina 

this time. 



  

“You’ll like her,” she promised Mother. 

“If you say so.” 

Her mother lapsed back into the silence of Elna’s reinstated presence. 

Matt and Myrna took Hélene away for a long weekend to Paris. A spontaneous trip. All 

frequent flyer mileage, Matt claimed, and his client was putting them up at this swanky hotel for 

next to nothing plus throwing in a free room although sorry, only one extra room, and Mother 

needed the break. Besides, they couldn’t all go, meaning Elna and Stan, leaving Mother’s home 

unattended, could they? Stan cracked up when he heard. Myrna, he said, probably needed to go 

shopping on the Champs-Élysées. 

On Saturday evening, Elna viewed her account. Her balance had risen to $23,335,520, an 

increase of $1,500 for each of the last five business days, added, she couldn’t help thinking, for 

each day she’d been back home with Mother. The ATM card had not arrived. Elna stared at the 

gargantuan sum, imagining the scholarship fund Stan would love to set up at his alma mater, a 

small state college where an anonymous alumnus maintained a fund to benefit promising 

students from broken homes, which was how Stan afforded his degree. Mostly, though, she 

thought about buying the computer she badly needed and a camper, a top-of-the-line RV, to 

indulge all their wildest desires. 

Stan was reading in the living room. 

She led her husband to the computer, wanting to share the bounty even if it wasn’t real. 

“Look at this, will you?”  

The screen was black. She jabbed the keyboard, and the monitor burst back to life but the 

connection was gone and the account screen had vanished. “I don’t get it,” she said. “It was up a 

minute ago.” 



  

He kissed her cheek. “You’re working too hard.” 

Something inside her felt ready to burst, but she held herself together. There was no 

explaining this phenomenon, if it was even happening—which, Elna sometimes felt, wasn’t the 

case. Perhaps this was all imagination, this swelling of funds she couldn’t possibly own. She 

wondered once if her brother had found out about the account and was secretly depositing 

money, but dismissed that as the amount grew beyond all reasonable proportions. Besides, unless 

an ATM card ever showed up, she still had no access to the money. 

 

Mother, surprisingly, liked the Filipina lady. For Elna, it was an enormous relief, and she 

knew she could face autumn—the beginning of both her and Stan’s busy periods—that year with 

a renewed resilience.  

Towards the end of summer, she and Stan took a long overdue vacation—two and a half 

weeks camping in Eastern Oregon—during which she never once called Hélene. She cleaned and 

cooked the fish he caught; sex under the stars was as good as it got; and Stan savored having his 

wife all to himself, away from normal life. 

They came home the night of September 10. The next morning, the Twin Towers 

disappeared. Life changed, irrevocably.  

Within a short time, interest rates fell further. 

 

Ten weeks later, when the dust had cleared but not settled, Elna realized that her ATM 

card had never arrived. She had meant to close the account, since the bank was clearly 

incompetent, but lately, life prompted a perpetual forgetfulness. Logging on, she saw that the 



  

balance had stalled at $23,335,520. Her calls to Customer Service and Tech Support rang, 

unanswered. 

The next day, Mother began her calls again, with asides about the Filipina help, all of 

which she strenuously denied if challenged, saying it was wonderful to have someone around to 

look after her since she couldn’t possibly manage on my own. In the week that followed, the calls 

mushroomed to as many as 45 a day until the woman quit. 

The morning Elna prepared to relocate, her card arrived in the mail. She drove to the 

nearest ATM, more curious than hopeful. The gargantuan sum stared back at her, minus $20. A 

message flashed across the screen:  

 

As you have not deposited any new funds within the first six months of 

opening your account, the new account bonus has been withdrawn according to 

the terms of our agreement. We trust you are not disappointed with our service, 

and will continue to bank with us. Have a nice day. 

 

The available amounts for cash withdrawal stopped at $1,500. “Another amount” was 

shaded, inaccessible. Elna thought about all the access denied to her and people everywhere, how 

so much of it was simply beyond ordinary control. She thought of Mexican cleaning ladies and 

Filipino domestics, especially illegal ones, all part of that huge, unbelievable mess that was 

downtown Manhattan, how those victims might never get a cent of the monies donated to all the 

good causes. How that just was the way things were, had always been, and perhaps would 

always be, although Stan still nurtured hope, but that was Stan, forever believing that good could 

come out of everyone and everything, even this. How Matt and Myrna and Mother were 



  

oblivious despite their stated concerns, since no one they knew had died, complaining about the 

dust and smoke, the inconvenient traffic at the tunnel, articulating their newfound security fears 

and patriotism. How all their talk wasn’t one whit of what any of this was about. How they 

would never understand, the way Stan could, the way they should but couldn’t because the real 

war, the one, true, never-ending war, was right here and also faraway, out of their range of 

vision, and fought by those who might never, ever, in their wildest imaginings, be able to open a 

bank account anywhere in the real or virtual world. 

Elna pressed the button for $1,500; counted the crisp, green bills; and stuck them in her 

wallet. A slip emerged, but the card did not eject. The machine blinked a Thank you for using 

this ATM back at her. For a second, she wanted to pick up the phone and complain to Customer 

Service about the card and missing interest, which was her right, as well as about this whole 

absurd mess. 

And then, the smell of frying fish wafted by, distracting her. Elna saw the take-out next 

door, where the help was preparing the catch of the day. A vision of summer—her husband 

yanking his reel up out of the river, the large fish fighting, dangling helplessly on the hook—and 

Stan’s laughter. Hey, hey, what d’you know, we have dinner tonight! 

Elna walked away from the ATM, steadying her pace across the parking lot. The late 

autumn breeze stung her eyes, recalling the day she brought Stan home for the first time. “The 

night shift,” her mother had repeated thoughtfully. “Well I suppose there’s love in the daytime, 

even if it is too bright.” Elna hadn’t been able to tell if Mother was smiling. 

Crumpling up the withdrawal slip, she tossed it in the garbage. In the wealth of privilege, 

truth, rather than hope, was the greatest gift. Knowledge meant a willingness to see what was 

there before her eyes. Her bank, she decided, had not disappointed her.   



  

from Evanescent Isles: from my city village  

 

A CRACK IN SPACE 

 

Visitors in my city hear this announcement: “Please mind the gap between the train and the 

platform.” The tone is feminine and formal; the accent surfs the waves of English that is the 

Queen’s, American-global and Canto-local. It cautions riders of the MTR – the people’s name 

for the Mass Transit Railway, our metro, subway, tube, underground – as you pull into each 

station. What fewer visitors comprehend is the preceding Cantonese announcement: 請小心列車 

與月台間之空隙 “Please have a little heart for the crack in space towards the platform,” which is a 

creative, but not entirely unrecognizable, translation. 

 

Hong Kong occupies a tiny crack in the space of world history. We were that “barren isle,” 

sacrificed by China and disdained by England, but we flourished, like some unstoppable weed in 

our “borrowed” space and time. In 1939, the poet W.H. Auden observed of the city: Here in the 

East the bankers have erected / A worthy temple to the Comic Muse. Now that his century is past, 

it is perhaps time to reflect on the worth of that temple, this place I’ll call home for as long as it 

makes me laugh and sing and feel. 

We have become a cosmopolitan people, though still undeniably a brand of Chinese, who 

trade in the languages and commodities of the world. To be a “Hong Kong citizen” allows you to 

absorb the best of east and more east, and to know the nuance of west vs. east if you choose. 

Does the twain really meet? Occasionally yes, but perhaps more often, no. Our children marry 

across races and produce offspring of multiple hues who are not “lost in translation,” unlike 



  

cosmopolitans from the West. Yet you will find Chinese traditions and attitudes, dating back 

hundreds of years, nascent in this post-post-modern space. Our public holidays and festivals 

cling to old myths and superstitions long abandoned in modern China. We like to insist our 

contemporary culture is less global-Western-ized, democratic, and confused than it really is.  

 In 1997, Hong Kong was returned to the People’s Republic. It was our great historical 

moment of controversy.  The moment was dubbed the handover, or takeover – some might say 

the homecoming – and rattled no one who truly knew the city. The international media took a 

different view, sounding warning bells over the arrival of the PLA (People’s Liberation Army). 

Like all newsworthy moments, this historical hump over which we flew was quickly forgotten as 

the Asian economic crisis took hold, followed by bird flu, S.A.R.S., and saber rattling by Beijing 

over Taiwan, that other Chinese political anomaly. We blip across the news, as protestors march 

for democracy backed by international political support. The support is, however, neither 

resounding nor heeded by Beijing. At this moment, we are pushing limits on “universal suffrage” 

in this non-nation state that has never been a democracy. In the game of diplomatic relations, 

you’ve got to, as the song goes win a little, lose a little / yes, and always have the blues a little 

and, at least in our times, trust that the glory of capital markets, like love, will prevail.  “The 

Glory of Love” (1939) was used as the theme song of a 1967 film, “Guess Who’s Coming To 

Dinner,” once controversial for its interracial subject matter.  Controversy is like that, good for 

the moment.  We pretend lessons are learned, but then move on, soldier on we might say, while 

few things change to still our little hearts.  

So siu sam, or have a “little heart,” which is to say, be wary of that crack in space. It 

might trip you up with its transformation now that we are once again more or less on our own, 

the way we were when a handful of fisher folk and farmers roamed these shores, more or less 



  

governed by China. We never were “British” just as most of us are not “Chinese” the way they 

are on the Mainland. But just as we once became, if not a little more British then at least a little 

more international, we can now become a little more Chinese the way they are up north. We are 

a gambling culture after all. Crack or platform, platform or crack. Like the Macau casino “Big-

Small” game that pays two to one, a fifty-fifty chance might be the odds on our space in eternity. 

 

While reflecting on the “crack,” I began wandering through my life in this, my birth city. It 

seemed at first an aimless journey through memory, supplemented by present day conversations 

about Hong Kong, provoked by the stimuli offered in the city’s writing, art, performances, 

photography, films, as well as by the minutiae of day-to-day living. During the decade since the 

handover, I have flitted in and out of this place, sometimes alighting for six weeks or longer, at 

other times zipping through for a fortnight or less on my way elsewhere. As of mid 2006, I have 

returned for family reasons to live on a more-or-less temporary, medium-term basis, a state of 

being which might speak to the true nature of this place. 

Yet what began to emerge, as I poked my way through remembrances, was a narrative 

thread -- a Jamesian ficelle -- that pulled me along actual streets and districts on long, uncertain 

walks, and rides on public transport, at all hours of the night and day. Sometimes, these journeys 

had a destination: to see a forgotten locale, to discover a new and unknown area, to visit a friend, 

to go to a club or restaurant, to swim or run, to research a detail for fiction. More often than not, I 

perched in tea shops, restaurants, bars, or cafés that I stumbled upon, trying to come to grips with 

what was happening to my city, measuring my life here in numerous bowls of noodles and 

congee, cups of coffee and tea, glasses of wine and other spirits, knowing that T.S. Eliot’s coffee 

spoons could not, would not, should not suffice. Similarly, I obsessively eavesdropped 



  

conversations on boards buses, trams, minibuses, and in the carriages of the MTR and Kowloon 

Canton Railway (KCR).  Where have you come from, where are you going to, I wanted to ask 

strangers, as if their answers could reveal the meaning of these isles – located in the Landrone 

chain of the South China Seas – as well as the identity of a people who are not easily classified 

as “Chinese,” despite the ethnicity of the overwhelming majority. 

To write of this city is to be thwarted at every turn. My stories needed to tell more than 

show – a deadly problem for fiction as any storyteller knows – and words tumbled out in a new 

and different form, in essays rather than fiction, to tell, tell, tell of the crisis of calm that holds 

my city in thrall. But at heart I am neither a critic nor journalist nor academic – even though to 

earn a living I have occasionally pretended to be all three -- and cannot write of life primarily by 

those terms of engagement. I am a writer of fiction, and it became my challenge to find a creative 

voice in non fiction to articulate the intersection of memory and moment as it worried the 

imagination. 

It has not been easy coming to terms with being a writer from these shores. As a child, I 

awoke at four one morning and began to write after gazing at the Hong Kong harbor. Then, 

scribbling in a notebook was simply another life activity, not unlike sleeping or playing or going 

to school, except that it proved more fun. Yet now when my identity is inextricably tied to 

“being a writer,” I question the scribbling of personal narratives and essays of this place and 

people, even though I count myself a Hong Kong person. The density is daunting. There are too 

many lives, loves, sorrows, celebrations, emotions, experiences. Too many stories. As fast as I 

tell one, the next awaits, demanding its turn. The spatial challenge is, at times, unbearable. The 

shifting shapes of buildings and boundaries are like the vanishings in a ghostly flick, designed to 

frighten and thrill. The lights go on, though, at the end of a film, and you file out of the cinema, 



  

impressed, disappointed or merely indifferent. In the real world, the map is less certain. Finding 

your way can be a stumble down a blind alley, the pursuit of an unfinished path or arrival at, as 

the old song goes, number 54 / the house with a bamboo door / bamboo roof and bamboo walls / 

it’s even got a bamboo floor, where, if you surrender to the controlled chaos within, you’ll find 

out “why there’s a lot to do” in this strange and sometimes unreal space. 

 

As a fiction writer, I am generally discomfited by memoir, because few lives strike me as 

necessary to record in this form, most especially not mine. The “I” must mean more than merely 

“me, me, me,” otherwise such words deserve less attention than the millionth of a second reality 

TV deserves. In trying to shape this book, it was not an “I” but a “we” that emerged, because the 

life of my city mattered more than my own. Was Hong Kong itself asking for attention? It 

appeared so, because the city that once seemed solid and real was dissolving, transforming (some 

would say disappearing) but nonetheless surviving (many would say thriving), stoic and 

undeterred, while doggedly ignoring the protests, complaints and demands of voices who sense a 

threat to their survival or who deem survival alone insufficient.  

We are a peace-loving, law-abiding, hard-working, generally apolitical people, more 

given to shopping than shouting, more consumed by frenzy than reflection. Why then a crisis of 

calm, this apparent oxymoron? A climactic calm is characterized by an absence of wind and 

freedom from storms, high winds or rough activity. Our city’s storms, whether economic, viral or 

social, have hit squally seas slightly larger than teacups, quickly followed by periods of calm. 

The etymology of calm is curiously contradictory, because its Greek and Latin roots are heat, 

burning heat, and even, to burn.  



  

Is it a crisis, then, this stillness that burns the heart? Crisis is a turning point – its 

linguistic root being to separate – as well as an unstable state, usually political, economic or 

psychological. If Webster’s is to be trusted, then to define such instability is especially true for “a 

social condition requiring the transformation of existing cultural patterns and values.” Hence this 

crisis of calm, as we watch the changeover from extant to new that is different, perhaps, but not 

entirely unrecognizable. 

As I write this, when I am not yet quite 54 – the number on that bamboo door – but shall 

be by the time keystrokes on a screen transform into a book – tangible – which will be, if I do my 

job right, readable, what remains is to offer these pages to the spirit of Hong Kong. A little then 

of me, you, us, in these words for the city we cannot help but know, despite whatever may be its 

future, or as we say in Cantonese, whatever is its “yet to come.” 

 

Summer 2007 

from a rooftop squat in the shadow of Lion Rock 

  



  

essay excerpt from Evanescent Isles  

 

A SHORT HISTORY OF OUR SHORES  

as told to the author by the City of Hong Kong  

 

Note by author: The City speaks of itself in first person plural, in what native English speakers 

think of as the “royal we.” A more accurate interpretation is the collective Chinese we, a plural 

that embraces the clan or society to which an individual belongs. Hong Kong, after all, does not 

think in English, even though it can, and in our interview, it chose to speak in “Canto-lish,” 

mostly Cantonese with a dash of English. The English language concept of “singular” and 

“plural” does not have an exact equivalent in Chinese grammar.  

 

 

Call us Hong Kong. That was our name. Our new one is “Xianggang” because in China, 

Putonghua (or Mandarin) is the lingo, not Cantonese or English, and pinyin with all its x’s and 

double g’s is the transliteration of choice. Of course, “Hong Kong” is neither Cantonese (Heung 

Gong) nor English (Fragrant Harbour), but it was the name that stuck. Today, our acronym is the 

S.A.R. (“Special Administrative Region” being such a mouthful), but for a brief while there, it 

was an embarrassing moniker because to the whole world, we were “S.A.R.S. City,” a plague on 

humankind.  

But the world still calls us Hong Kong.  

 



  

For all you folks who stop by, or even stay awhile, we still have that buzz, that 

excitement, that electric, nervy energy. Ask an American or a British or a Japanese or even a 

Chinese who’s been our way before – has the city changed much since the “handover” to China 

– and you will likely be told, no, it’s still a capitalist paradise. 

That’s the problem when you do the slow dissolve. It tricks the eye and all the other 

senses as well. What folks don’t see is our quiet disappearance. We’ve got our pride. We don’t 

want to exit kicking and screaming, dragged away in chains by the People’s Liberation Army 

(PLA). Besides, the PLA has better things to do with its time. The problem is, it’s not like we 

wanted to fade out; we just don’t have much choice, not really. 

Oh, it’s not as if no one pays attention. The symptoms of our malady are recorded, even if 

the diagnosis is neither useful nor objective. CNN, the BBC and other first world media laud all 

our democracy marches, pretty much the way they praised Tiananmen protesters back in ’89. 

Meanwhile, over on the Mainland (the “Big Six” in our Cantonese homonym for the People’s 

Republic), hundreds of thousands of Chinese citizens still don’t know Tiananmen ever happened. 

You can bet your bottom renmenbi Beijing doesn’t know or care that our citizens are unhappy 

with the way things are or the way things are becoming. 

The trouble with politics is, well, it’s so political. Look at us: Asia’s fashion capitol; the 

Oriental pearl; the land of Jackie Chan, spinning through celluloid heaven; the ultimate trading 

haven where the rich get richer and the Jockey Club funds the services for the poor. We out-

gamble Macau any day and the revenue is sizeable enough to make a significant dent in social 

welfare. Communism? That hot, kitschy trend of Mao caps and Red Books flying out of factories 

at the speed of “genuine” antiques? If you make it, they will come and if you sell it, they will 

buy. Us vote? We’d rather go shopping. 



  

But we didn’t expect this vanishing. 

Who will remember us when we’re just another Chinese city? Will our legacy be Jackie’s 

films? Wong Kar Wai’s? Or an “American Idol” like William Hung who “can’t sing, can’t 

dance” but is a super Hong Kong star? Will we become Orientalist nostalgia for the West, the 

way Shanghai still is, and will genuine “made in Hong Kong” junk go for thousands on E-Bay? 

What of our former colonial self? Will the last of our Canto-British civil servants live out 

retirement sipping “milk-tea” in London, giddily chanting “in Hong Kong, they strike a gong and 

fire the noonday gun?”  The canon still goes off, you know, even if the streets are cleared of 

Noel Coward’s mad dogs and Englishmen. What of our Canto-pop stars? Have their 15 minutes 

already passed now that Mando-rap’s the rage? Or is our contribution to the world’s heritage dim 

sum, the “little hearts” of tasty morsels that tease but do not satiate? And is the “Hong Kong 

identity” that local artists and intellectuals claimed before the handover still extant? Or will that 

too be gone with the gusts that visit our South China Seas? 

Should we, like the Bard, be content to emote -- No longer mourn for us when we are 

dead? If a sea-swimming mammal could immortalize Ishmael, cannot an entire island (and a 

Mainland peninsula and land mass, plus all those outlying islands) do likewise for us? 

We are Hong Kong, a “city-village” of the world. We want to live in the global collective 

imagination. Allow us now to ruminate, reflect, despair, rejoice, celebrate, recall and record the 

space of history we were, the space in the world we are, and let us sing an ode to the city we may 

eventually become. 

  



  

Opening to the novel That Man In Our Lives 

 

 

PRELUDE TO 

 

Bino says I’m in love with Gordie.  Perhaps he’s right?  Bino and I have not trod the tried and 

true path, the one that allows you the delusion of having somewhat arrived, the one that makes 

you think you’re headed in the right direction.  We’re always on the edge of things, silently 

shrieking, precipice, precipice, as if the edge is edgier, the edge more in tune with souls in doubt.  

Tottering around memories of Manila and Hong Kong as we dance to the rhythms of margarita 

and tripe, two-for-one martinis and monster sushi in New York City.  

You arrived in America and China becomes merely a thing of the past.  Of foreign bodily 

feeling.  Of the blood and guts and gore of centuries.  Of peasant heroes you long to revere but 

cannot because of famine, delusion and other transgressions, leaving you with only monkey 

kings and whirling white snakes to worship.  Of cities – Hong Kong, Shanghai, even Guangzhou 

– that gleam with superior mimicry, slave to all the foreign fuck-me’s as they always have been 

and always will be until fuck-me is you.  So you arrive in America because to arrive is to shed 

the longing for self in favor of the self America confers. 

Gordie was America, oh so beautiful Americana, all that was so easy to love, to idolize, all 

others above, no?  As reverential as a song.  Arrivals.  Beauty.  Cultural pop.  Desires adopted 

and shed at will in multicultural mingling, the rednecks be damned to their neck of the woods, 

away from the cities and coasts.  As long as there’s leisure, lots of leisure, to play hard because 



  

don’t you, doesn’t everyone, “work” just hard enough – however work is defined and manifest – 

to earn that play?  The penultimate passport.  The possibility of the presidency, even if that is a 

myth, but what a myth(!), briefly true in snippets for the history books.  Even a little fame.  

Money, and in Gordie’s case, lots of money, unearned, so that its taint belongs to the previous 

generation, not you.  What better than to be an American child of wealth and privilege, as all 

upwardly dreaming parents hope to attain for their offspring, if not for themselves (perverting the 

cliché that it skips a generation)?  Arrivals.  Right school, right job, right society and if the gods 

will bless you, fame from a financially rewarded-able talent – golfing, modeling, rocket science, 

whatever – it doesn’t matter what ever, ever, ever it be as long as you attain the lifestyles of the 

richly famous. 

Gordie had all this without even trying, plus the generosity to love the world, China especially.  

Now for what more should this China “goil” ask? 

I don’t mean to make him sound shallow.  Even if he isn’t that deep, I’ll tell you no lie about the 

way he was, the way he used to be.  He embraced that other America as well, the one the world 

could love if infected at just the right moment of naïveté, youth and desire for that foreign bodily 

feeling.  Music, for instance.  Jazz especially.  Laughter.  Unbridled optimism.  Ya gotta love that 

never say die.  Hollywood and TV land’s power of persistence – go west, east, north, south, ford 

streams, climb mountains, stake out the world, conquer the internet – the sheen deflects what 

corruption lurks beneath.  Does corrupt rot lurk?  Gordie wouldn’t know.  These are not 

questions to ask of one so young, of a nation that has not yet, like China, witnessed four 

thousand years of repeated history, annoyingly, horrifically, futilely. 

So about being in love with Gordie, maybe I am.  Gordie got under my skin somehow, stuck 

himself there and wouldn’t go away.  Bino tells me this because he can read the signs of sweet 



  

delusion, because he too sings of friends and lives in poetry and words and more words.  Friends 

do this for each other, warn them I mean, when life fumbles into fiction, when love sends you off 

course into that other world.  That giant universe.  That America, the one of arrival. 

What can I say?  Bugs Bunny’s to blame.  Gordie is all about Bugs etcetera, this friend, this peng 

you who imitates cartoon voices, who charms his way into your life over and over again, even 

when you think you’re done with him, who does this to you on many continents, in cities from 

here to eternity and then some.  What can you say?  You didn’t mean for it to happen, to let this 

man talk his life into your heart, the way he did to Larry Woo and Harold Haight and their 

extended families and friends in their lives?  With you though, he had ulterior motives.  If you 

asked me, I could write a book.  Whenever you said you’d had enough he would croon a tune, 

speak low, hum that prelude to a kiss till you gave in and promised something, anything, just to 

shut up that sexy baritone, just to stop him from dragging you over to the other side.  So that you 

could break back through, because you must return.  Somehow. 

But since the world simply shouldn’t forget, herrrrreeeee’s Gordie.  

  



  

from Evanescent Isles: from my city village  

 

KEY STROKES BY LOONG HEI 龍氣 

 

Note by author: These post-’97 op-ed’s are by a bi-lingual (Cantonese-English) native of Hong 

Kong. “International” writers, who do not embrace either the language or ambivalence of the 

majority, opine and emote on developments in this city till their keyboards are worn, certain 

their words define a superior moral stance. Loong Hei, 龍氣 whose pen name means “Dragon’s 

Breath,” has never been entirely sure that words, or rather “key strokes,” should ever carry 

such weight. Likewise, Loong Hei is uncertain whether pen names, however pseudonymous, do 

in fact conceal an author’s identity. 

 

 

July 2002 

“Psychological Reversion” 

 

And what would life be like without the morning’s dose of China Daily? Consider today’s 

report: “Five years after the reunification, the S.A.R. government has done a lot of work to 

promote cultural identity and psychological reversion among its population.” 

It is mid July and we are hot. The annual celebrations are over, life goes on, but we are 

now reassured by the establishment of a new Culture & Heritage Commission, the subject of 

today’s news story. Printed words are Serious Business, so I’ve spent this morning digesting and 

ruminating over psychological reversion. The headline declares our city’s culture is thriving. The 

writer of the report goes on to quote a local official who says: “Hong Kong culture is part of 

Chinese culture, a special part,” pointing out the “international characteristics” resulting from our 

colonial past. Hong Kong people are increasingly embracing their Chinese heritage, he says, and 



  

the point of such a Commission is to affirm this “self-initiated cultural re-positioning,” one 

which emphasizes “duality.” That doesn’t sound so bad, does it? We get to be Chinese without 

letting go of our “pluralistic” side. One culture two cisterns -- one big one smaller, China and the 

rest of the world -- into which we will dip and make up a hybrid heritage. How unspeakably 

“middle kingdom” of us. 

Yet how intriguing that this should be labeled “reversion.” It brings to mind the idea of a 

reversal of fortunes, the kind experienced by wealthy feudal landlords in Shanghai before they 

ran to Hong Kong after 1949. After all, we cannot deny that side of our history, that our little 

city’s fortune, and culture, were built in large measure by such Chinese. Nor can we forget the 

hordes of freedom swimmers and other escapees of the Cultural Revolution. The descendants of 

these original Mainland Chinese are the true Hong Kong belongers, born and bred here in this 

cauldron of Canto-Euro-Chinese-ness, with laissez-faire characteristics. Are we ready for such 

“reversion,” psychological, cultural, or otherwise? 

It depends, I suppose, on what we mean by “psychology” and “culture,” or rather, what 

China Daily means. China’s daily urban rice bowl is giving way to the culture of English 

lessons, Macburgers and private cars, especially among the young. Meanwhile, young Hong 

Kongers are blurring history (“colony, oh yeah, I think I’ve heard something about that,” a 

student at an “international college” business course recently quipped in response to his 

lecturer’s remark, “when we were a British colony” to which she received puzzled stares). While 

China becomes more international, it sometimes seems we are becoming less so. Why else would 

we need a government commission to ensure our culture and heritage survive? Or were we not 

really all that international in the first place? Is that duality and hybridity a myth perpetuated by 



  

the small, foreign-influenced elite – in government, business and the academic sectors – the tiny 

percentage who hold a majority of the wealth?  

To fully appreciate local culture and psychology, you simply have to ride public transport 

regularly. On board buses, trams, trains and the MTR, young couples are lost in their yee yan sai 

gai, a two-person world of fatigue. How exhausted all young lovers seem! We’d like to think it’s 

from amorous entanglements but perhaps it’s really from clinging so hard to each other out of 

fear of being torn apart. Younger solo travelers are bent over mobiles, PDA’s, comic books, lost 

inside those worlds. The middle-aged ones keep eyes front, focused on their inner thoughts, 

avoiding eye contact with all around them. Only the Mainland Chinese look outwards, staring at 

the ads and other travelers, these over-dressed Chinese in the glitter purchased from our stores. 

Only they still seem curious, stimulated by the organized chaos of our city, thriving in its many 

wonders, while the locals fight boredom and exhaustion. 

Is this why we need such psychological reversion, to be re-energized by the hunger China 

has for the world? To play catch up to four thousand years of Chinese cultural heritage because 

we are already eradicating the last 150 years of our own? Government policy does not a culture 

or heritage make despite optimistic headlines daily from China (“A Culture to Treasure is 

Thriving”). We the people must learn to oi gok -- love the state or nation – in the language of our 

city, rather than to ai guo in the language of the Mainland where the state is always and only 

China. 

On a hot day like today, the cauldron simmers, threatening overflow.  

 

  



  

May 2004  

Democracy?? But Sweetie, Wouldn’t You Rather Go Shopping? 

 

Perhaps we need a truth, universally acknowledged, that a people long denied democracy must 

be ill-equipped for its arrival. This seems to be the case today for our citizenry, despite the Basic 

Law and a colonial history of civil rights and Western style freedoms. As a native of the city, I 

cannot help but wonder if something went awry, or if, in fact, it was history that was awry. 

Perhaps this is the time to reflect, in our present designation as the S.A.R., an acronym to replace 

the B.C.C. (British Crown Colony). After all, this one-country-two-systems tag for our peculiar 

political entity supposedly guarantees us autonomy and self-governance for fifty years after the 

“handover” to the Motherland. 

 What can we say of democracy in Hong Kong? 

It has now been seven years since the change, yet every time we scratch that itch, a sore 

erupts rather than the hoped-for relief. 

Under British rule, we the people were almost proud to be apolitical. In fact, weren’t we 

the pioneer people back then who kept our heads down, worked hard and valued economic 

growth above and beyond all else? Oh, there was that scuffle in ’66/’67 that vaguely resembled a 

bid for democracy, but the protest, you recall, was against the British. The West aided and 

abetted happily enough during China’s isolationist years, and feasted on Hong Kong’s 

prosperity, without democracy. By the early nineties, North Americans (yes, we also mean you, 

Canadians) outnumbered British nationals in the “fragrant harbor,” these being mostly finance 

and multinational executives, professionals or academics and their entourages; as well, the 

“passport migrants” who returned contributed to these numbers. For thirty-something years 



  

before the handover, we were the party city for global capitalists (yes, we also mean foreign 

professionals and academics who first helped establish and later lusted after the pig-fat fees and 

salaries in the government and universities). As the Long March faded in China’s collective 

memory, and to get rich became glorious a la Deng Xiaoping, even the elite comrades ventured 

south to our shores, that Neverland for lost boys, and girls. 

 Did it feel like democracy then? On the surface of things, we resembled London or New 

York with our healthily frenetic stock market, transparent accounting standards, rule of law, lack 

of corruption, post-modern cityscape, civil liberties and civilities. We amused ourselves with our 

freedom of movement as well-heeled, well-educated, multi-lingual-cultural Hong Kong 

“nationals” traversed the globe in search of enterprise, education, pleasures. Our press appeared 

free because, well, we weren’t prudish like those up north (Playboy? Cosmo? Time? Okay!) and 

no one got thrown in jail for too long. This was true both during the protests over Tiananmen and 

the more recent marches for democracy. Who needs the real thing? Disney Democracy was good 

enough because even when the economy tanked, bird flu invaded, S.A.R.S. terrorized, and little 

changes insinuated their way into our world (look, ma, it’s a sparrow, it’s a missile, no, it’s the 

PLA), life was and still is about “fun, fun, fun.” And those little changes since the handover 

aren’t all bad. The People’s Liberation Army is no less repressive than the British Armed Forces 

(who lived, by the way, in much finer quarters than their Communist counterparts do); the 

acculturation towards things Chinese for a populace that is 95% ethnically Chinese is a lot less 

foreign than singing “God Save The Queen”; and the elite who have ruled and continue to rule 

us, whether British, Hong Kong Chinese, Communist Chinese or Mickey Mouse all play in the 

same backyard. 



  

 Just what are ex-colonials best equipped for? Neo-colonialism? Unlike those independent 

Southeast Asian nation states in our backyard, we didn’t send our British overlords packing (duh, 

was that the problem?). We are some 7 million educated, civilized, financially astute, globally 

acculturated citizens without a nation, or perhaps even in time, without a political cause. “One 

country two systems” means we are Chinese nationals of an awkwardly different stripe than 

those on the Mainland, but unquestionably under China’s sovereignty, just as we once were 

downstairs to England’s upstairs (remember, remember those “Hong Kong British passports” 

that required visas for entry to Britain?). Mother China knows best: favors are granted to those 

who keep their heads down, work hard, play harder and keep track of the bottom line. Not 

unlike, as Beijing will be quick to note, the culture in most multinational corporations. After 150-

plus years as colonial citizens, surely we’ve learned a thing or two. Yes, Minister. As you wish, 

Sir. Politics? Hardly, Minister, not in the  S.A.R. Company, Ltd.; incorporation, British and 

hence Hong Kong style, is all about the limited good. 

Democracy? Don’t bet your rice bowl. There is the racetrack and Macau’s casinos are 

nearby; you don’t see them protesting, do you? Now be good boys and girls and go sing karaoke 

or something. Leave politics to those (oops, eliminate “of us”) who know better. Yes, dear, 

puberty is awful but listen, you do get to keep the S.U.V., for now. 

 

 

  



  

 

October 2005 

The Chinese-ness of You 

 

And because it’s “National Day,” the imperative this Saturday morning which upsets digestion of 

the dimsum with my jo cha is this: “Identify Yourself”! It is almost enough to make you cancel 

your subscription to the South China Morning Post in favor of resurrecting the Eastern Express, 

an English daily that was evanescent even before its demise. 

 Several surveys, it appears, have tried to measure what is described as the “shifts in Hong 

Kong’s sense of identity.” So surprise, surprise, despite the fact of our “national” day, a day 

when patriotism should swell our hearts full of Chinese blood, we learn that the majority of 

survey respondents consider themselves more “Hongkongese” than Chinese.  The pundits have 

much to say about this.  Earlier this year, the same local rag reassured us that our city does 

indeed have its “place” in China, because we are “one nationality, two identities.” Everything 

deflates to politics. If you want universal suffrage, then you are excessively individualistic (read: 

westernized) and prefer to call yourself “Hongkongese.” If however you put the nation first, as 

any “real” Chinese would, then you will identify yourself as Chinese. Notably, one academic 

quoted in today’s report cites a former Xinhua director who observed of Hong Kong that “while 

the territory has returned (to China), people’s hearts haven’t.” 

 How hypocritical, this nationalized concern over identity! There is an archaic definition 

of the word to mean an “individual or real existence.” How refreshing to think that identity could 

be linked instead to the idea of existence. I exist in this space called Hong Kong from which I 

consequently derive an identity. Of course, if I happen to be Cantonese or Shanghainese or some 



  

other kind of Chinese, or perhaps, not even ethnically Chinese at all, but if I happen to exist here, 

this space will certainly lay some claim on me. To limit identity to a political or national 

construct, or to demand that it be a choice certifying loyalty to the nation seems unbearably sad. 

Identity emerges from who we feel we are, who we have evolved to become over time, and is 

larger than mere nationality or political bias.  

 As one friend often used to say:  Ask me no questions and I’ll tell you no lies. 

All this pontificating over survey results, of polls that ask unanswerable questions in the 

first place, simply masks the absence of critical thought. A more meaningful consideration on 

this, our national day, would be to reflect on why this day must be celebrated and what bearing 

that has on us as a people. After all, in the years before the handover, it was not October 1, but 

October 10, which many Hong Kong people called “national” day. Did that make us traitors 

because the Nationalist flag flew, because a different way of being Chinese asserted itself among 

some of the citizenry? Rather than pontificating, shouldn’t we examine, honestly, the 

contradictions of existence, of being human? 

For inspiration, let us turn to the Chairman, because he was the man responsible for the 

Motherland’s current form of existence. Among his many thoughts was this treatise: “On the 

Correct Handling of Contradictions Among People” dated February 27, 1957, published 

approximately a lucky eight years after the founding of the People’s Republic in ’49. That is 

roughly the same span of time since we abandoned our British colonial identity to this present 

moment for a specially administrative Chinese one. As we all know, Mao was a mass of 

contradictions, and you can only pay attention to his thoughts with measured tablespoons of salt. 

Nonetheless, this little grain on the handling of contradictions is worthy of attention: 



  

“The only way,” he said, “to settle questions of an ideological nature or controversial 

issues among the people is by the democratic method, the method of discussion, of criticism, of 

persuasion and education, and not by the method of coercion or repression.” (italics, mine) 

Now isn’t that interesting? His own actions in later years repudiated that notion, but his 

words remain to taunt us with possibilities. Of course, Mao is out of fashion these days, 

especially in “Chinese” Hong Kong, so the local editorial tries instead to convince us that this 

commemorative day has a “wider significance” for Chinese people to “take pride in being 

Chinese.” In bold type, the polite command is – and as well-mannered as the tone may be it is a 

command rather than a discussion – that this is the day to “celebrate a common bond.” 

 

What does it really mean to be an ethnically Chinese person in a special administrative region? 

Must I wear my Chinese-ness on my sleeve, elevate the connection of blood and ethnicity to the 

highest level, wave a sunny red flag, sing an anthem in a dialect that is not my mother tongue, 

exemplify the “healthy development,” as one pundit defines it, of a “more balanced attitude 

towards the Mainland”? We are privileged to be an educated people in a stable, global economy 

where peace has long prevailed. The fundamental paradox of our state of being has less to do 

with identity and more to do with what that privilege affords. Call me irresponsible, perhaps, but 

I believe we would be more responsible in examining the poll result of the 72 per cent who said 

that “some affairs happening in China make me feel ashamed.” If history is any guide, 

Hongkongese have voted with our feet on many occasions in the past and will again, if strong 

enough feelings overcome us. Identity is simply not just a national issue. 

Grant us, if you will, the right to speak our mind and criticize without fear of 

imprisonment. Grant us, if you will, the right to say that universal suffrage is something we want 



  

and desire for our piece of China. Our Chinese-ness has to do, in part, with the physical 

proximity of our space. But the emotional proximity, the “identity” that binds us to China, will 

ultimately arise from being able to see ourselves reflected in the face of the country, in both its 

mind and heart, and most of all, in a moral conscience of which we are truly proud.  

Ai guo, love the nation. We hear this imperative sounded over and over again, as if who 

we know ourselves to be is not good enough for the nation, that we must deny who we are to 

become “real” Chinese. This is insufferable nonsense. “Chinese” is an enormous enough concept 

– historically, culturally, philosophically – to embrace a multitude of voices and ways of being. 

Anything less would be an insult to the Chinese-ness of us. And no, we need not always agree.  

If Chinese-ness were a love song, then consider these lyrics from “The Nearness of You,” 

one of the sweetest love ballads ever composed in the opinion of this “Chinese” person:  

 

When you’re in my arms 

And I feel you so close to me 

All my wildest dreams come true. 

I need no soft lights to enchant me if you’ll only grant me the right  

To hold you ever so tight, and to feel in the night  

The nearness of you. 

 Lyrics Ned Washington, Music Hoagy Carmichael (1937) 

 

Or if such Western influence is too much foreign mud, then, lest we forget, there is always Mao 

and his little red thoughts. 

 



  

 

 

March 2007 

On a Dreamless Isle 

 

I watch the fadeout of my city-village as I knew it – long before the sheen of meta-globalism and 

wealth became its second skin – with a mix of nostalgic longing, despair and a tenuous hope. 

China’s gentle giant hand on democracy in Hong Kong ensures that we will eventually be 

swallowed up and digested by our sovereign ruler, the way the Motherland always intended, 

despite whatever protest we and the world might register.  

The Basic Law that Britain promulgated with China prior to the 1997 “handover” is a 

blip in yet another of the “unequal treaties” that litter China’s history with the West. This time, 

though, the unequal tips in favor of the People’s Republic. Perhaps this is redress, revenge of the 

nerds of short stature and glasses who kept their heads down in the world’s universities and 

colleges for years, waiting for their moment in the sun. Mao came, saw, conquered and died 

early enough for U.S.-style free trade economics to drive the country forward into the 21st 

Century. In that respect, the Chairman’s lusts gave life to China with his passing, the way Fidel’s 

Spartan longevity did not for Cuba.  

In Hong Kong, we sneeze and wheeze, our sinuses infected beyond repair. Pollutants drift 

downwind from up north because China industrializes, manufactures, synchronizes with the 

world to become the mother of all superpowers. Yet even our “freedoms of speech” absolve the 

Motherland; a recent government study confirms that the city’s own carbon emissions are to 

blame for the state of our air ways.  



  

Who knew? The one-time sleeping giant across the border already has gargantuan dams 

and shining highways to bolster and link the exploding urban centers. Maytag is replaced by 

Haier, Hollywood by Bamboo-Go-Lightly, freedom fries by naughty noodles. Steel mills will 

rise in Eastern hinterlands while American steel workers “retrain” for absent jobs. Britney Spears 

is welcome as long as she doesn’t undress but Hilary Clinton must choose her words for entry. 

And the 2008 Olympics logo blazes across Tiananmen Square, a proud symbol and photo op for 

the masses. It’s Free World dim sum, and China has an appetite for more, picking off from 

whichever carts suits her fancy. 

Gently but firmly, as befits a responsible parent-state, China will strip this little city of 

our unnatural resources to aid in this endeavor. Canto-pop? Infotainment? Shop-till-you-flop? 

Sure. Rumblings of democracy? Reminders of Tiananmen? No way. Many in Hong Kong offer 

themselves up willingly, since those who protest are not the governing elite, not those who 

engage the world’s ears and eyes with the promise of shiny lucre. They will negotiate and 

implement Beijing’s diplomacy, as swiftly and with as little fuss as they can, so that the world 

will barely register protests for longer than a second in the global information gush.  

But these are the political musings that befit the citizen of a nation state! Hong Kong is 

now a Chinese city, post-colonial perhaps, but hardly liberated. It once was, in the words of the 

journalist Richard Hughes, a “borrowed place” living on its “borrowed time.” We’ve been self 

funding for a long time now, with our regulated and transparent stock exchange, a laissez-faire 

capitalist economy and a gambling appetite that fills the coffers of the Jockey Club, which in 

turn funds hospitals, schools and other socially necessary infrastructure. In fact, we’ve even 

recorded our history, and schoolchildren today are brought on field trips to a proud new museum 



  

where exhibits prove that yes, the Chinese roamed these shores long before the British arrived 

and will continue to do so now that they’re finally gone. 

If the gods are smiling on our people, as they did on Monkey, laissez-faire mothering will 

laissez us alone.  

I am not a Chinese citizen, although ethnicity allows me to be. What I am is a Hong Kong 

yan, my gaze fixed on an evanescent home, trusting it will find form and footing somehow as a 

Chinese city. All I have to be is a writer from within, who can and must record this transit. Sic 

transit gloria mundi. May the pearl’s luster not fade too soon. 
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DEMOCRACY 

 

for Abbe Wong Mee Chun 

 

 

That Thursday of the vote, Patricia Chow awoke feeling queasy. Had the sixteen-year old been more 

honest, she would have known her illness for what it was: a distraction. The truth of her discomfort 

was the Girl Guides meeting that afternoon, and the election she might win, beating Maria for the 

position of the 19th Kowloon’s first ever Company Leader. 

At breakfast, her father said. “There’s going to be trouble today.” On the radio, news of the 

unrest dominated. It was early April in 1966, a little over a year before the most major riots in Hong 

Kong’s post-war history. 

On Monday, one man had staged a hunger strike to protest the proposed Star Ferry fare 

increase. Patricia had seen the striker when she daydreamed on the bus and overshot her stop by one. 

“Are things that bad?” 

“I hope not.” But he looked worried. As a civil servant, the Senior Dispenser to the Chief 

Pharmacist, he preferred to believe the governor wouldn’t let things get out of control. He returned 

to reading his newspaper. 

At recess that morning, the playground buzzed with talk of the protests. Wong Yin-Fei, her 

best friend, was adamant. “It is expensive if you have to cross the harbor to work every day.” She was 



  

a tall girl, of athletic build, a lifeguard, champion swimmer and leader of the basketball team as 

well as the Orchids’ PL, as patrol leaders were known. 

Patricia, who was on the swim team only because Yin-Fei coerced her, said. “But it’s illegal 

to demonstrate. Can’t they talk things out? This has been brewing for months. Those in charge ought 

to pay more attention before things get this bad.” 

“It’s that gwaipo, Mrs. Elliot,” their classmate Teresa chimed in. “My brother says it’s her fault, 

stirring up the workers.” 

“That’s rubbish. Elsie Elliot gets the government to listen to the workers because she’s 

English, like them.” Yin-Fei was shouting now, her long arms flailing wildly in the air. “Don’t you 

see how unfair it is? The Star Ferry’s a monopoly.” 

Teresa, who had only spoken to say something, didn’t respond. She was thinking about the 

fashion show that Sister V, their headmistress, had agreed to hold, and the dress she was designing 

as her entry. 

The bell rang, signaling the end of recess. Patricia tried to calm her friend. Yin-Fei’s father, 

Dr. Wong, taught politics at the university and loved to debate. Any time Patricia went over to their 

home, he would ask her opinion about all sorts of subjects in the same excitable manner Yin-Fei 

exhibited. 

This whole business was absurdly complicated. 

On their way back to class, Patricia asked. “Hey, are you worried about this afternoon?” 

Yin-Fei was surprised. “The protestors won’t bother you.” “Not that. Maria.” 

“Oh, that. I told my patrol to vote for Maria, and you told your Snowdrops didn’t you? The 

Forget-Me-Nots are bound to go for her since she is their PL. That’s three out of four. Majority 



  

wins, right, right?” Her voice rising to its high- pitched cackle, she poked Patricia, hard, in the ribs. 

“Besides, the Violets won’t dare vote differently.” 

“It’s not the Violets I’m worried about,” she replied, rubbing her side. Sometimes, she wished 

Yin-Fei would be a little less physical. 

They arrived at the classroom where their teacher frowned at them, the last two stragglers, 

and they hurried to their seats in silence. 

After history class that afternoon, Maria came by. She was furious. “Sister V says all after 

school activities have to be cancelled. Do you know what that means?” 

Louis Philippe’s pear-shaped body bounced around Patricia’s imagination. Kings, she 

decided, couldn’t look ridiculous if they wanted to be taken seriously. “What?” 

“Aren’t you listening to me? Sister V says . . .” 

“I heard you. It’s because of the trouble.” She adjusted her glasses which had slid down her 

nose. As usual, Maria looked impeccable. Her royal blue Guides’ uniform was starched and pressed, 

the yellow tie properly knotted, black shoes shined and hair neatly tucked under the navy beret. Her 

brass trefoil gleamed. Shining anything was not Patricia’s strong suit. 

Maria scowled, hands on her hips. “But we’re voting today.” Patricia stared at her former PL. 

Her stomach ached. Maria stood slightly shorter than her; stocky and tough, she was built like a 

fighter. “There’s nothing we can do. We’ll just have to wait a week. Besides, you’re going to be CL 

anyway.” 

“Did you do your best to make sure?” 

Uncomfortable, Patricia shifted her gaze towards the two, white cloth stripes sewn on her 

friend’s pocket, the PL symbol. Maria had once been the older girl she idolized, the one who taught 

her everything when she was a novice. Did a third stripe mean that much to her? “Of course. 



  

Everyone knows you’re it. This vote thing’s just for show. Like we said it was,” she added, 

tentatively. 

“You don’t even care!” Maria shrieked, so loudly that several girls in the corridor stopped to 

stare. “You didn’t even bother wearing your uniform today. You smart girls are all alike,” she said 

before storming off. 

Patricia was nauseated. All she wanted was to go to bed and forget the day. How had things 

gotten so out of hand? 

On the bus home, she reflected guiltily on the state of her life. The real trouble began a 

month ago when Maria brought up the idea of a CL to Captain, their adult advisor, a former student 

who led their Company. “They have them in England,” Maria said, proving she’d done her 

homework. All the PL’s agreed, expecting Captain to appoint Maria, who, as the most senior, 

deserved the post. 

Captain had other ideas. “We’ll let the Company decide. You nominate candidates who 

have to campaign, and we’ll vote. Majority wins.” 

Maria had been stunned. Patricia quickly spoke up. “But Captain, you’ve always appointed 

our leaders. Why change things now?” 

“Sometimes, change is inevitable,” Captain said. “Sister V did suggest we consider elections. 

You vote for a president at school, don’t you? This is the same thing.” 

There was no arguing with Captain once she’d made up her mind. 

A year earlier, Sister V had abolished the system of prefects and head girl appointed by 

teachers, and instituted a student government and elections. Self-determination increases social 

responsibility, she claimed. Anyone, even a first former could run, although none dared since all the 

girls believed only upper formers were qualified to lead, despite what Sister said. Maria had written 



  

it off and refused to vote. “Such fukjaahp foreign methods,” she scoffed, “these American nuns 

really make things complicated, don’t they?” Yin-Fei had been intrigued, and borrowed a book 

from the library on the U.S. government. When Patricia asked why, she shrugged in her usual way. 

“You never know, it might be useful someday,” but when pressed to run, said she wasn’t ready. Yin-

Fei did, however, campaign for the sixth former who won the presidency. Patricia voted but hadn’t 

known what to make of it all. 

Maria’s accusation nagged. It wasn’t fair. Patricia did care; she hadn’t spent four years in the 

Company for nothing. Just because she brought her uniform to change into instead of wearing it to 

school . . . even her boyfriend Melvin said there wasn’t any reason to be conspicuous, and he was in 

the Boy Scouts. Besides, she was beginning to find Guides a little childish. Only why did she feel 

so awful? 

By evening, an air of protest filled the streets of Tsimshatsui where she lived. 

At dinner, her father was annoyed. “The truth of the matter,” he declared, “is that the 

government doesn’t listen to what people say until it’s too late.” His statement startled her. Her father 

rarely commented on politics. It was the first time she’d ever heard him criticize his employer. 

Yin-Fei rang later. “Guess what? I’m going to demonstrate in sympathy for that hunger 

striker with some of my dad’s students.” 

“Are you nuts? It’ll be dangerous out there.” Patricia peered out of her twelfth floor window 

overlooking Nathan Road. “There’s not a whole lot going on down below at the moment that I can 

see.” 

“It’ll get bigger, you’ll see. Hey, got to go. Tell you all about it tomorrow.” 

Seconds later, Melvin rang. He was worried. “Don’t go out tonight, especially in your area.” 



  

“I wasn’t planning to,” she replied, peeved at his presumption. “Yin-Fei’s going to stand 

vigil, you know.” 

He wrinkled his nose. “She would.” “Why shouldn’t she?” 

“You always defend her even when she’s wrong.” 

Patricia bristled but was too tired to argue. “Well, talk to you later.” 

“Okay, bye. Strictly speaking, he wasn’t her boyfriend although . . . that too was becoming 

difficult. From the corner of the living room, the radio crackled with news of disturbances in the 

streets. 

It’s democracy, Captain had said when announcing the new selection process for CL. You 

girls should learn to make your own choices. 

Patricia drew the venetian blinds. 

What was the matter with everything anyway? Had the whole world gone utterly and 

completely mad? 

 

Not madness but a necessary chaos, Patricia’s university thesis contended. After that time, there was 

no turning back. 

 

In the autumn of ’96, Dr. Patricia Chow said. “The late sixties were watershed years. By 1966, 

people wanted control over their lives after the run on the banks the year before. Affordable public 

transport was important to survival, especially then, when Hong Kong was poorer. You know the 

saying. What are the four essentials? Yi, sihk, jyuh, hahng. Without clothing, food, shelter and 

transport, life can’t begin.” 



  

A girl raised her hand. “Is that like Maslow’s hierarchy?” “In a way.” Patricia appreciated 

the question — these 

university kids asked so few — but wished it had been less tangential. Her students didn’t 

find their own history relevant. All they cared about was getting a job and making lots of money. 

She couldn’t blame them though. Competition was stiff these days because graduates returned in 

droves from abroad with their foreign degrees now that the economy at home was stronger than in 

the West. 

The hour and a half was up. She handed out the assignment for the course and dismissed 

the class. The Maslow student lingered. It was the first week of term and Patricia didn’t know the 

group. 

“Dr. Chow? Why do we have to spend so much time on 1966?” 

Patricia removed her glasses. How oddly challenging she was. “Don’t you find it 

interesting?” 

“Well yes, of course, and I’m sure it’s important, but the whole April 5th thing seems like 

such an isolated political incident. Shouldn’t we learn about longer term government policy 

developments?” 

Patricia frowned. The title of her seminar was “Significant Moments in the History of Hong 

Kong.” She responded, a trifle testily. “This isn’t a survey course.” 

“Uh huh.” The girl seemed thoughtful. “Anyway, this paper you want us to write, researching 

one incident, well I feel it would be more significant to cover a broader topic, like the growth of 

trade.” 

Patricia felt the start of a migraine. Lately, students were quite impossible 

“It’s an excellent research topic,” the student persisted. 



  

She glanced at her watch. “I’m sure it is. Why don’t you think about it and we’ll discuss the 

papers next time, okay?” 

“Thanks Dr. Chow!” 

Afterwards, a colleague offered coffee in the faculty lounge. Patricia mentioned her student. 

He scratched his chin. “That wouldn’t be our ‘growth of trade’ girl, would it?” 

“You know her?” 

“She signed up for my course on the downfall of the Qing dynasty last term and insisted 

on submitting her ‘growth of trade research paper.’” 

Patricia laughed. “What did you do?” 

“I didn’t have to do anything. She disappeared from my class after the first day.” 

At the second session, Patricia elaborated on her expectations for their papers. It was a 

lecture she gave every term. “Go to the newspaper archives. Dig up the facts and read about how 

things were. Ask your parents or grandparents. Recent history is oral. It’s captured in the memories 

of ordinary life. If you don’t bother to find out, who will?” 

The Maslow student had not disappeared. After class, she brought up her paper again. 

“My point is,” she said, “we can’t write papers on moments because there isn’t enough 

information.” 

“But you haven’t even looked.” Patricia responded. 

“So if I look and still don’t find it, can I write about the growth of trade?” 

Patricia tried to concentrate on what the girl was saying, but her face got in the way. There 

was something peculiarly familiar about those features. The wide mouth, bad complexion and 

slightly crooked nose. And that intent, almost ferocious expression. She didn’t reply. 



  

The girl was still speaking. “And if I find it within my area of interest? Can I use my topic 

then?” 

“Perhaps,” she conceded, “if you focus on an incident or piece of legislation or something 

that was pivotal. Do your research first and present an abstract.” 

For a moment, the student looked as if she were about to argue further. Without another 

word, she stalked away. 

The next morning, while brushing her teeth, it dawned on Patricia. Girl Guide Maria! That 

was who the girl resembled. She hadn’t thought of Maria in years. She continued brushing absent-

mindedly. Her gums bled when she rinsed. 

At the quarterly dinner with her former schoolmates that evening, Patricia asked. 

“Whatever happened to Maria Cheung?” 

These gatherings had been going on some sixteen years now. The largest had been a three-

table dinner, the year a dozen girls returned from Vancouver simultaneously. The last couple of years 

were lively. With the handover to China only months away, people wanted to be around history in 

the making, and the ones who lived overseas kept dropping in for visits. Patricia almost missed 

this one because of a department meeting which had luckily been cancelled at the last minute. Yin-

Fei balanced a chunk of pepper-and-salt chicken between her chopsticks. A shred of red pepper 

fell on her sleeve. “No idea. She vanished. Years ago, I tried to call her when I first got back from 

the States, but her old number was some Pong family, I think.” She popped the deep-fried golden 

piece into her mouth. 

“Didn’t she come to the Guides reunion? The year Captain visited? Too bad I was out of 

town.” Patricia’s eyes savored the chicken. Running her tongue over her still tender gums, she knew 

she should skip it. The aroma, however, was irresistible and she surrendered. 



  

“No, I don’t think so. She wouldn’t anyway. She hated Captain.” 

“That’s a bit overstated.” 

“You think so? The girl was vicious.” “You should talk.” 

Another schoolmate showed up and the screech of greetings ensued. Frightening how much 

like teenage girls they still were. Patricia glanced at Yin-Fei’s animated face. Her friend never 

changed. Maybe she’d gained a little weight, but at forty-six, that was understandable. Hard to 

believe she led the Free Hong Kong Party, appearing regularly in the media, meeting often with the 

governor and other top officials. Where had time flown? 

“Hey you all,” Yin-Fei was saying, “I’ll need your support in my run for office. Most of you 

are in my district.” Her head bobbed a count round the table. 

“Wei! No talking politics. I don’t want to get indigestion.” Teresa, the fashion designer, was 

almost as loud as Yin-Fei. She launched into a monologue about her wildly successful show in Milan. 

Patricia’s attention wandered. Recently, she was constantly fatigued. Dreadful how 

sedentary she’d become. She really ought to exercise, or swim, perhaps. If not for teaching, she’d 

hardly be on her feet. 

After dinner, Yin-Fei suggested ice cream. Patricia demurred, saying Melvin would be 

waiting, and that there was her kids’ homework to consider. 

“Tell that Melvin you were engaged in important political activities. Keep him waiting now 

and then. It’ll raise your net worth.” Yin-Fei let off her noisy cackle of a laugh. People on the streets 

of Central stared. 

“Shh! You’ll scare off your constituents,” Patricia said, laughing, but she followed the 

group to the Haagen Daas in Lan Kwai Fong. 

In between conversations, she asked. “Where do you suppose Maria ended up?” 



  

Yin-Fei dug out a huge spoonful of banana split. “She didn’t go to university. Probably the 

police or something. That thing for uniforms she had was kind of kinky.” 

“You’re exaggerating,” she replied, amazed at how much her friend ate. 

“Why are you asking anyway?” 

The face of the Maslow student flashed. “Oh, you know how it is when we get to our age. I 

wish she’d stayed in touch.” “She would if she wanted to. In the end, people do what they want, 

regardless. Right, right?” She tapped Patricia’s shoulder lightly. “Besides, there’s no changing 

history. You more than anyone should know. But listen, I’ll need your help at the university, and 

Melvin’s too. The Director of Hospitals 

has influence. You will help, won’t you?” 

“You know we will.” There were times Patricia wished her friend would just get married and 

settle down. 

But Maria. Since this morning, memories of Maria plagued her. If only . . . but perhaps Yin 

Fei was right. Some moments in history were better forgotten. 

 

On her way home, however, she couldn’t help remembering. When Captain had insisted on at 

least two candidates for a new CL, hence stymieing their first line of resistance, Patricia’s Patrol 

Second had caught all the leaders off guard by nominating her. Later, away from Captain, Maria 

lost her temper, unreasonably so, Patricia felt, and only calmed down when Yin-Fei suggested what 

they all agreed to: Patricia would simply have to lose. 

After school the next day, she stopped by Maria’s homeroom because they planned to discuss 

things further. Patricia disliked being around the fifth formers; they were too cogent a reminder of 

her future School Cert, that dreaded public exam. 



  

The teacher was scolding Maria. 

“You’re not going to pass if you skip the mock exams. It’s imperative that you practice. You 

only get so many make up chances.” 

Unmoved, Maria said. “It can’t be helped. I can take the test myself, without an inviglator. I 

won’t cheat. As you know, my grandmother’s sickly and sometimes I have to look after her.” “I know 

that.” The teacher sounded resigned. “But you need to think about your future. If you want extra 

help, stay after school and I’ll work with you.” 

“That’s impossible. There’s Guides and . . .” 

“Maria, stop making excuses!” She slammed a book so hard on the desk it flew to the floor. 

“That’s only extracurricular. You’re old enough to know what’s important. Do you want to fail and 

repeat another year?” 

Maria appeared unfazed. “Well, I have to get back home and cook dinner. Both my parents 

work, you know. In a factory.” The scorn in her voice was unmistakable. 

From the doorway, Patricia marveled at the exchange. She would never dare speak to any 

teacher that way. Maria was so sure of herself she confronted those in charge. It was admirable. 

Other girls capitulated to authority even when they didn’t agree. 

Of course, Maria wasn’t like everyone else. She was one of the few girls who lived in the 

public housing estates. Her religious conversion, not her grades, had enabled her to attend their 

government subsidized Anglo-Chinese Catholic school. Patricia had been to her home once, three 

years ago, and the sight shocked her. It was a one hundred square foot flat which housed all six of her 

family. Communal toilets and cold water taps were down the corridor, shared by a dozen other units. 

Her own home, a seven hundred square foot private flat for three people, was luxurious by 

comparison. After that time, she never again questioned why schoolwork was insignificant to Maria. 



  

Maria brightened on seeing her. “So,” she demanded, “how will you ‘campaign’ since it’s ‘our 

first election, how exciting.’” She spoke in English, her accent mocking Captain’s less than fluent 

Cantonese. “Gwaipo. They’re all the same,” she grumbled, reverting to Cantonese. “She just wants 

to look good in front of Sister V.” 

How unfair, Patricia thought. Although the leaders often disagreed with Captain, her being 

foreign had nothing to do with anything. None of the Chinese teachers were willing to be their adult 

leader, claiming they hadn’t any experience. This Portuguese bank teller had volunteered, keeping the 

Company going for over ten years. “Captain doesn’t have to impress Sister. It’s not like the school 

pays her.” 

Maria linked Patricia’s arm in her own. “Forget that. Tell me, what will you propose? If you 

help me, I’ll be prepared with arguments against your plans.” 

“I’m not sure yet.” The truth was, she had avoided thinking about it. Although she’d agreed 

to the scheme, the whole idea defied logic. How could she come up with a deliberately bad program 

and present that seriously? 

“You are going to do this the way we agreed, aren’t you?” 

Maria’s tone irritated her. Why did she have to be so insistent? “I don’t let my friends 

down.” 

“Make sure you don’t, promise?”  

“Of course.” 

She shook Patricia’s arm. “Show me. On your honor.” 

Patricia raised the three-fingered salute, surprised at her own reluctance. “Honor.” 

 



  

The ice cream worried Patricia’s stomach, and she regretted, once again, having given into 

Yin-Fei, who possessed a cast iron digestive tract. 

Her daughters were already asleep when she got home. Melvin was up. 

“Where were you?” 

“With Yin-Fei and the others. You know how we are when we get talking.” 

Her husband returned to his magazine. He was peeved, Patricia knew, because he had had 

to deal with their girls’ homework on his own. Tonight though, she simply couldn’t concern herself 

with him. Besides, he would have forgotten by morning. 

In the bathroom, she took some Pepto Bismol and ran water for a bath. The problem of Maria 

nagged, forcing its way back. When Captain had announced the count, it took a minute before 

Patricia realized she’d won. Most of 19th Kowloon turned out to vote. The one absentee was Maria’s 

Second, who claimed she had a cold. Patricia suspected otherwise. The girl was too embarrassed to 

show, probably because she guessed the outcome. 

It was a clear majority, 25 to 9. 

Maria blinked, disbelieving. Then, her moment of horror vanished, quickly replaced by 

apparent indifference. Catching Yin-Fei’s eye, Patricia nodded, hoping she would understand and 

go to Maria immediately afterwards. The clamor of congratulations went on, it seemed, forever. 

By the time everyone scattered, the only PL left was the Violets girl, and she was on her way out. 

Dusk blanketed the school. 

Checking first in the bathroom, Patricia felt stupid. They wouldn’t go where anyone might 

come in. They had to have gone some place private. Of course, the primary school! Maria had the 

key to the side door because she ran the Brownies’ Pack. Their wooden toadstool and other 

paraphernalia were kept in a closet there. 



  

The door was ajar. Maria was sobbing. Patricia didn’t go in. “All they care about is boys. Here 

I’ve presented the best program in the world, and they don’t appreciate it. See what happens when 

you let the ignorant choose.”  

“Come, it’s not so bad,” Yin-Fei consoled. 

“And Captain! How could she allow such a thing? All because of that stupid Sister V. Why 

does she have to stick her nose into our business? It’s got nothing to do with her. Our Company 

belongs to its own district. We can break away from the school if we want.” 

Yin-Fei laughed gently. “Yes, but then we wouldn’t have any members.” 

“Oh, be serious.” Maria wept, unstoppable, as if her heart were broken. 

Patricia’s eyes moistened. It was all too bad. Perhaps if the other three leaders went to 

Captain, they might get her to change . . . but she knew: that wasn’t an option anymore. Before 

“Taps” this evening, Captain said that minority voices always had a right to be heard; in fact, she 

encouraged them never to be afraid to voice any opinion. However, Patricia had won fairly, and the 

company must now abide by this decision. 

She was about to go in when she heard her name. 

“And that Patricia,” Maria said. “She doesn’t know anything about leadership. Imagine 

promising ‘more activities with the Scouts’! I know you’re friends with her, but frankly, she’s wishy-

washy. The girls voted for her because she’ll organize parties and isn’t strict. They know she’ll do 

whatever they want. Oh, it just isn’t fair.” 

“Calm down. Let’s get some ice cream, my treat, okay?” 

The sobbing subsided and Patricia heard a rustle of the gathering up of things. She left 

before they emerged. 



  

That evening her mother asked whether or not she was ill and why wasn’t she eating her 

favorite chicken dish? When Melvin called afterwards, she said she’d won but that it didn’t mean 

anything. He replied that everything meant something. 

Night fell. Patricia sat up in bed, unable to sleep. 

Her first thought, after she’d found those two, was to tell them she would resign. But then 

Maria had said what she did, and Yin-Fei didn’t even object. She wasn’t wishy-washy! Hadn’t she 

pushed her girls to challenge themselves by taking those badges few attempted, like reader or 

commonwealth knowledge? It made more sense than knot tying, rope throwing, tent pitching and 

ten-mile hikes — especially the hikes — which excluded all but the most physically fit girls. Girls 

like Maria. As a new PL, Patricia had wanted to have fun with the Snowdrops. They did too, building 

the best campfires for parties, and buying firewood at the lowest price per catty. They were friends 

even beyond Guides. Friendship struck her as more important than the Company. 

She had challenged her Second after the nomination, wanting to know why she wasn’t 

asked. The younger girl replied defiantly. “We knew you wouldn’t let us.” 

“But Maria’s the most qualified to lead. You know that.” 

Her Second hesitated, struggling with what she wanted to say. “Maria only wants to do 

things she likes. That’s not what a leader should do. You’re different. You care about us. Besides, 

you’re always telling us to do what we think is right. This is right.” 

During the days before the election, a number of girls from other patrols told her she had 

their vote. No, she’d said to every single one, vote for Maria. You know she’s your real leader. 

Many giggled and didn’t say anything, but a few said no, that wasn’t their opinion. 

 



  

The splash of water against her leg startled her. The tub was overflowing. She turned off the 

tap, distressed by the mess at her feet. 

Tonight, Yin-Fei had confided that winning might be tough. “People hold my green card 

against me. Seems I’m not ‘local’ enough,” she snorted. 

“Would you give it up?” 

“Probably. I won’t lose without a fight. Even if I win though, it’s not like we’ll get popular 

support for challenging Beijing. It’s likely my party will have to. In the long run, we’ll be in the 

minority.” 

“So why are you doing this?” Patricia demanded. 

“Once the British leave, isn’t it up to us to at least try? Someone has to, and we are the 

lucky ones.” 

“Are we? Since when was life fair?” 

Her friend shrugged. “You’re always too philosophical. The trouble with us smart girls is that 

either we think too much or do too much. We should just make money like Teresa and jet around to 

Milan and Paris. Right, right?” Her laughter rang into the night. 

In her last TV appearance, Yin-Fei said that the lifestyle and freedoms Hong Kong had would 

erode unless people acted to keep them. This was their home. If they didn’t care about their society, 

who else would? After all, in the eyes of the Chinese government, democracy was merely a relic of 

an unjust treaty, leftover by colonial rulers who disregarded the true desires of the majority. 

Patricia stepped into her bath. The warmth prickled her legs and thighs as she lowered her 

body carefully into the tub. 

When she’d presented her campaign proposal for CL, she had tried to make a joke of things 

by bringing up the Scouts, which made all the girls laugh. The truth of the matter, although she’d 



  

never admit it to anyone, not even now to Yin- Fei or Melvin, was that she had always secretly been 

glad she won. Maria’s losing hadn’t been her or anyone’s fault. It was just what was meant to be. 

Her husband tapped on the door to say he was going to bed, adding that their older girl had 

asked whether or not she should run for student government. He had said yes. 

Her stomach began to settle. The steam wrapped its way around her, erasing this day. 

Patricia closed her eyes. She really must watch her diet from now on. 

  



  

Opening chapter from Habit of a Foreign Sky 
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Her maid, Conchita, told her.   

The call from Hong Kong woke Gail in New York at three a.m.  For once, she was 

silenced, unable to pass judgment. 

“Ma’am?”  For a second, Conchita wondered if her mistress had fainted but decided that 

no, it was the shock.  “The police said she probably died the moment the bus hit her.”  She 

paused.  “She must have.” 

An image of her mother, flung into the air and slammed against a wall — horrific — yet 

even now, Gail’s temper threatened to erupt.  She checked herself, doing her best to stick to the 

facts.  First unexplainable fact: her mother had crossed the harbor over to Kowloon which surely 

was an unnecessary journey.  Taking a deep breath, she said in a quiet voice.  “But why was she 

in Kowloon City, or even crossing Tokwawan Road?  Everyone knows the traffic’s dangerous 

around there with all the trucks.”   

Conchita heard the familiar intake of air.  “I’m so sorry, ma’am,” and then, she began to 

weep as the confession flowed.  “It was all my fault because she said she wanted to go out when 



  

I was cleaning the bathroom.  I told her to wait, said I’d accompany her.  But when I came out of 

the bathroom, she was gone, and even though I ran out after her, she disappeared already.”   

There was a silence. 

Gail pressed her wrist against the back of her neck.  The persistent headache of the last 

two days was migrating downwards.  She wanted to shout across the world – how could you?  

Why didn’t you . . . but the words froze in her throat.   

And then, Gail heard her maid’s sobs.  Wrenching.  Unceasing.  Sincere, and this touched 

her.  The choked voice continued.  “I’m very sorry, ma’am, very, very sorry.  Please don’t be 

angry with me.  God will punish me forever.  Forever.  If you want me to leave right now I’ll go.  

I’m so sorry, ma’am.” 

“It’s okay, Conchita.  It’s not your fault,” Gail said.  The real responsibility was hers, she 

knew.  “Thank you for calling.  I’ll be back Sunday on the usual flight,” and hung up. 

Clutching the receiver, Conchita, still crying, crossed herself. 

 

Gail opened the curtains and leant her tall frame against the pane.  Through the dark, 

there was a distinct outline of the World Financial Center which housed her employer’s 

headquarters across the West Highway.  She wanted to cry but couldn’t.  Her thoughts skittered 

between life and work.  Yesterday, at the end of an exhaustingly long day, nerves shot, she had 

started to call Gu Kwun and stopped herself abruptly.  She had cried then, sobbed, because her 

late son was no longer her responsibility, sobbing because she knew that despite time and its 

assurance of healing, his loss would always burn her heart.   Yesterday, when she should have 

been flying home, instead of sleeping at the Marriott, but hadn’t because of yet another round of 

meetings. 



  

And now this.   

Yet right now, sitting on the king-sized bed, surrounded by the anonymity of her business 

travel life, she did not know how to feel about the death of a mother whose very existence often 

plagued her, this woman who still was a stranger.  Happy?  Of course not.  How could she 

possibly be happy at her mother’s horrible death!  Relief?  Gail did not allow even a whisper of 

this into her mind.  She knew she should try to sleep but the very thought of sleep set her on 

edge.  This mother, this foreign presence who always elicited such emotional turmoil, was gone, 

just like that.  This woman whose life was so surreal, so unlike her own, a life that Gail tried to 

forget, to dismiss, to eradicate from her own reality.  Over the next few hours she sat, unmoving, 

trying to arrest the sensation – was it panic, this frightening calm? – that threatened to knock her 

off balance.   

Eventually a pale orange light disrobed the dark to reveal a clear and pristine sky.   

Promptly at six, Gail’s wake up call rang.  She slammed the phone down so hard the 

receiver cracked. 

Later, she offered to pay for the damage. 

The front desk receptionist stopped his flurry of check out activity.  “I beg your pardon, 

Ms. Szeto?”  The way he said it sounded like “Zedo”. 

“I broke your phone.  Please charge the damage to my bill.” 

“Oh, I . . .” 

“Please, just hurry.  I’ll sign an open receipt against my credit card if you want.  I have to 

catch my flight.”  In the midst of her sorrow, she wondered about covering this unusual charge 

on expenses. 

“But I don’t know . . . I mean, we have to check . . .” 



  

“Trust me, it’s broken.”  Her voice sharp and a bit too loud. 

He was miffed now, unrelenting.  “I understand, but this is so unusual that . . .” 

“Just do it, okay?”  She shouted across the air at his smug countenance.  The knuckles of 

her right hand, jammed against the counter, went white. 

A supervisor hurried over.  “What appears to be the problem here?” 

Gail glared at the row of suited staff behind the counter.  Her last family in the world was 

gone.  They should understand and let her out of this city where she hadn’t wanted to remain an 

extra night.  She wanted to scream at their flustered incompetence, at their inability to handle 

anything slightly out of the ordinary.  

Instead, she removed her sunglasses and looked the receptionist in the eye.  “I was rude.  

I apologize.”  Then, she explained the charge problem to the supervisor who made her wait 

another ten minutes before it was resolved. 

 

In the executive lounge at JFK, Gail switched off her cell phone.  Surely this once she 

could be forgiven.  The truth was, no one rang when she was in transit – not family, Conchita, 

office staff, her boss or New York – since she always thoroughly communicated her schedule.  

Gail’s habit of remaining perpetually “on call” was perhaps to reassure herself that at forty-six, 

as the Asia-Pacific VP for Northeast Trust, an investment bank specializing in asset securitized 

corporate financing, she was indispensable.  You’re worse than a doctor, her mother often 

complained.  People need doctors. 

Yet now, if only . . . if only she could call someone.  But whom? 

Gordie’s laughter resounded, raising her mother from the dead as their laughing voices 

merged.  No, not him.  Her half brother wasn’t real family so he could wait.  Jason Chak, her ex . 



  

. . a flash of anger whipped Gail.  How angry she still was now, six years later, at his desertion, 

his betrayal, with a mere secretary at that!  Her son’s death photo filtered through memory.  Why 

had everyone, all her family, deserted her?    

Irrational demons!  Irrational pain!  Her head throbbed. 

Gail directed her gaze a the row of planes, forcing her focus on their orderly formation at 

the gates.  The pain subsided. 

A voice from immediately behind.  “Kina, don’t go running off now.” 

The girl ran into her vicinity and stopped.  Her light brown hair was Caucasian curly, but 

her complexion and features Asian, most likely Chinese.  Gail always found it easy to pick out 

others like herself, and in this girl the mixed blood was obvious. 

“Hi,” said the girl, who stared curiously.  She waved at Gail with a shy smile. 

Gail waved back.  “Hi.”   

The child looked like a waif, hair uncombed, smudged face.  Her old-fashioned frock, a 

pale pink cotton print with puffed sleeves, was too tight for her small frame.  She gazed at Gail.  

“Are you blind?” 

The girl’s father hurried over and took the child’s hand.  “I apologize for her impolite 

behavior.”  Then, turning to his daughter, “come away now and leave the lady alone.”  His girl 

could be tiresome.  It had been lucky, running into the lounge manager, a friend from way back 

who let them in.  Keeping Kina still, however, as he must here, wasn’t easy. 

Removing her sunglasses, Gail said.  “It’s quite all right.  She was simply being very 

logical.”  She was grateful for the distraction. 

“Too much so sometimes.”  He was looking down at Kina, frowning.  Looking up, he 

was startled by this woman — this lady — who was, no, not beautiful, but striking despite her 



  

exacting expression.  Elegant demeanor.  Her features, chiseled, prominent cheekbones, finely 

formed lips, the tapered, stylish haircut displayed a well shaped head.  A sculptor’s rêve, a lust-

dream. 

He held out his hand.  “I’m Xavier Dopoulos, by the way.”  He pronounced his first name 

French style, the X a softened Z, instead of the English “savior.” 

She shook his hand and said hello but did not give her name.  Gesturing at the seat 

opposite, he asked.  “May we join you?”  His slight accent was vaguely European. 

Oh yes, Gail wanted to say.  Talking to other parents was one of the few pleasures of 

travel and such rare encounters gave her joy.  She liked his manner, and the directness of the girl, 

although she felt a strange sympathy, almost pity, for her scruffy appearance which seemed out 

of place in this lounge.  But today, Gail didn’t trust herself not to break down, not now after the 

news about her mother.  And could she really not say “I once had a little boy,” and then have to 

tell all, forcing him into embarrassed sympathy for a stranger?  

Instead, she responded.  “I have to board my flight, I’m afraid.”  

Xavier was disappointed.  He would have liked adult company, especially a woman’s. 

She was from Hong Kong he was certain.  Her slight awkwardness and appropriately fashionable 

dress suggested it.  Also, despite her being obviously bi-racial, she struck him as very Hong 

Kong Chinese, sophistication masking a deep-rooted conservatism.  With the women, especially, 

you were never sure of anything.  In this case, he might have taken a chance.  She wasn’t 

wearing a wedding ring, or any rings, and women like her generally did, along with all the 

requisite carats. 

Gail pulled a pale pink ribbon barrette out of her purse, a gift for her mother who liked 

girlish things.  “Here,” she held it out to the child.  “Something to remember me by.”  



  

The girl reached for it greedily, excitedly, while he demurred.  It troubled him a little that 

Kina took so easily to strangers. 

Gail reassured him.  “Please, it’s nothing.  You have a very pretty child.”   

Kina held the gift up towards her.  “Can you help me put it on?”  Gail combed her long 

fingers through the girl’s hair, and pinned it into a ponytail.  She rubbed a kleenex over Kina’s 

cheek, cleaning off the smudge.  The ribbon looked slightly too large on her but matched the 

pink in her dress. 

Xavier smiled.  “Thank you, then.  It’s kind.”  Turning to the  child.  “What do you say to 

this nice lady?” 

“Merci.  Thank you. Xie xie.”  She curtsied, flashing a charming smile, and pirouetted 

away, her ponytail bobbing as she turned. 

Gail and Xavier laughed at her tri-lingual performance. 

 

Gail awoke, startled, somewhere over the Pacific, from a dream of her half brother.  He 

was an adult and not the boy, but it was without doubt a recurrence of that dream.  Her watch 

was not on her wrist — where could it be? — but she guessed, correctly, that Tokyo was about 

three more hours away.   

Years, decades since she’d had that secret dream, about which she never told anyone, 

which ended the night she met Gordon Ashberry, Gordie, when she was a teenager.   

Why did it return now?   

The dream had begun the night of her eighth birthday and recurred, nightly at first, 

eventually slowing to a few times a week, and then weekly, until it locked in at once a month, for 

years, like clockwork, taking on a consistency she came to know by heart.  



  

That night, Mom had told her as a “special birthday treat” about Gordie.  You have an 

American brother, Gay-lo, imagine!  He’s going to be a pilot just like your father.  Then, she 

showed her a picture of father and son, a twelve-year old who resembled Gail’s Caucasian father 

— matching green eyes and the same angular jaw — although her brother had lighter hair, a pale 

gold in contrast to her father’s brown, and a fairer complexion.  You wait, Gay-lo, one day you’ll 

meet him in your home in America.  

In that first dream, the boy Gordie crouched by her bed and took her hand.  “Come fly 

with me, Gail,” he invited.  They flew to America, over Hawaii.  “Do you have a plane?”  she 

asked.  “Somewhere,” he replied, laughing.  “Won’t I fall?”  “Hang on to me and you won’t.”  

Fearful, she clung tightly. 

Eventually, they arrived at a little town next to the Atlantic.  A full moon glimmered in 

the ocean over which they flew.  From the sky, he pointed to a row of trees.   

“There’s our home.  Can you see it?”   

She peered at the ground below, but nightfall concealed her view.  “It’s too dark,” she 

told him.  “Can we come back in the morning?”   

“No problem, Gail,” he replied.  “Anytime.” 

Then, Gordie laughed, and turned into their father Mark.   

No problem.  

Now, she stared at the dark over the Pacific.  Her eyes were damp just as they always 

were as a teenager, whenever she awoke from the dream.  She dried them, embarrassed to be 

crying in a public place.  Absurd!  Tears for a brother and father, chanyan, these men she 

despised. 

 



  

Against the engine’s drone, the hours captured her, surrounding her like barbed wire that 

was safely distant but just close enough to seem like a threat.  Gail pulled out her notes from the 

last meeting.  Yet even work failed her and she could not concentrate.  Instead, the dream nagged 

the way her mother’s life did.  And try as she would, she could not ignore the other nagging 

sensation, that this accidental death was all her fault because she had left her mother alone 

yesterday, as well as during those few crucial days before yesterday, when she knew she 

shouldn’t have. 

This was all because of the dream.  That awful, illogical dream, recurring along some 

stuck memory loop, forcing remembrance of everything to do with Mom. 

Ten days earlier, just days before Chinese New Year and the holidays ahead, New York 

had called.  Another last minute meeting, very important, as they all were,  articulated as usual 

with the hyperbolic urgency of life and death.  I’m really sorry to have to ask but can you go, her 

boss had begged, because his own American family were already booked on holiday – a holiday 

cancelled twice before for work – to Koh Samui, since the kids are also on break, you know how 

it is?  Of course she knew how it was, how could she not know how family life worked?  She 

and Gu Kwun and Mom, wouldn’t they have been booked also to go somewhere, taking 

advantage of the three public holidays and respect for family time during this most important 

time of the year? 

But this year and the last, there had been no booking.  She could no longer face vacation 

without her son. 

Her mother understood, wanting only a “crossing the year” dinner on New Year’s eve, 

perhaps with her old cronies could Gail arrange that and take her?  Gail had promised, 

reckoning it was the least she could do for Mom though it troubled her to agree, not liking 



  

reminders of that life, and her mother was off like a shot, ringing up all those women and the 

restaurant, planning the menu down to the tiniest detail, but then the call came, everything had to 

be cancelled and even though she knew her mother was upset, extremely upset, she had gone 

anyway.  As she tried to tell Mom, it’s not a public holiday in New York you can’t expect them to 

care about Chinese New Year just because we do.  You must understand.  This is my job.  To 

which her mother had flung back that stinging rebuke, about Gail being worse than a doctor, 

adding, and since when is your job your life? 

Why couldn’t . . .?  The protest cut itself short.  She couldn’t say no to management, 

could she?  This unexpected trip wasn’t her fault.  There were no answers to this relentless 

travel, exaggerated since the middle of last year because of the economic crisis.   

Last year, 1997, had been all about Hong Kong’s “handover.”  A pivotal year, said 

America’s media, because the British were leaving and “the Chinese taking over.”  Or so Wall 

Street feared.  For Gail and her boss, it was tough enough persuading their investment bank’s 

head office that Hong Kong wouldn’t shut down on July 1.  Instead, it was July 2 that proved 

pivotal, the day the Thai baht collapsed, followed rapidly by other Asian currencies, precipitating 

the regional economic crisis.  Spreadsheets across the globe which once forecasted strong growth 

in Asia were shredded and recycled.  Perplexed analysts, from Wall Street to Central with its 

views of the Hong Kong harbor, fell like dominoes, balanced in a game of synchronized 

collapse. 

No more gold to be spun out of straw. 

For Gail and her boss, it meant exhausting travel as New York panicked, summoning 

them both to countless, useless meetings at headquarters.  Life turned upside down; twenty-four 

hours a day in two time zones.  On top of her schedule of intra-Asian travel, she virtually lived in 



  

the air.  Tightening belts and waiting for the inevitable turnaround was not the thing to say.  

Despite the fact that Hong Kong’s currency was pegged to the U.S. dollar, its economy suffered, 

more perhaps from panic than from a true downturn.  Meanwhile across the border on the 

Mainland, China preened as its economy continued to surge, robust, its currency also firmly 

linked to America’s. 

And now here she was again, shuttling, trapped on board, insulated against the freezing 

sky.  Why hadn’t she simply said no, not this time it’s a family holiday New York will simply 

have to understand, because then at least Mom would be alive and Gail could still be part of a 

family, however small? 

As time droned along with the engine – time elongated – teasing her mercilessly, there 

were moments her body felt ready to explode.  Inured as she was to long flights and constant 

travel, this flight prickled every nerve, every muscle, sending impatient spasms to every part of 

her being.  Not till her seat mate said, “would you mind not moving around so much I’m trying 

to sleep,” his tone clearly irritated, did she finally settle down, embarrassed by her uncustomary 

behavior. 

 

In Tokyo, Gail wandered in a daze through the transit relay at Narita, grateful to re-board 

right away.  On the final leg, she picked at dinner, unable to enjoy the wine as she normally did, 

wanting only to land and dash home. 

 The flight attendants screwed up disembarkation, allowing several economy passengers 

off before all of business had exited.  Gail fumed, annoyed at the incompetence.  She saw Xavier 

and Kina leaving the economy cabin, then why, she wondered, had they been in the business 

class lounge? 



  

At Arrivals she raced towards Immigration and slid her identity card towards the officer.  

Toting only a carry-on, she headed straight for Customs and was waved through. 

Her limo pick up was nowhere in sight.  It was the second time this had happened 

recently, she must tell the office to complain.  Exasperated, she headed for the taxi stand outside 

Kai Tak.  The queue was long, but it moved rapidly, unlike the slow lines at JFK.  Someone 

jabbed her heel with their cart, propelling her forward.  She turned and glared.  They ignored her, 

unapologetic.  Mainlanders.  Typical.  Not worth telling them off. 

Climbing into her taxi, she caught a glimpse of the man and his girl at the end of the line.  

She waved but they didn’t see her.  Her taxi sped across the harbor into the night, back to the 

safety of home.  

 


